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1CHAPTER 1. Auslander-Reiten Theory.
Let A be an assoc ia tive  f in i t e  dimensional k-algebra, 
k an a lg eb ra ica lly  closed f ie ld ,  and denote by mod A (mod Aop) the 
category o f a l l  f in it e  dimensional le f t  ( r igh t) A-modules. Let Ind(A) 
be a set o f representatives o f the isomorphism classes o f indecomposable 
objects o f mod A ; we sha ll frequently  ignore the d is t in c t io n  between 
a module and it s  isomorphism c la ss  and th is  w i l l  be re fle c ted  in  the 
notation.
For M,N objects in mod A , (M,N)A w i l l  denote the space o f 
A-morphisms from M to N and we sha ll frequently  w rite  th is  as (M,N) . 
A morphism e e (M,N) is  p ro jec tive  i f  there e x is t  a p ro jective  module P 




commutes. Write P(M,N) fo r  the space o f p ro jective  morphisms from M 
to N . Let (H,N) denote the quotien t space (M,N)/P(M,N) and le t  
e = e + P(M,N) , e e (M.N) .
Define the stable category mod A to be the category whose objects 
are those in  mod A and whose morphisms are (M,N) . For A,B f in it e -
- 2 -
dimensional k-algebras say mod A , mod B are stab ly  equivalent i f  
there ex ists an equivalence o f categories
F : mod A mod B .
Let modpA be the ( f u l l )  subcategory o f mod A whose objects are 
those in  mod A having no p ro jective  d ire c t surrmands. Let Indp(A) be 
a f u l l  se t o f representatives o f indecomposable objects in  modpA . C lea rly  
mod A , modpA are stab ly  equivalent.
For M e mod A le t  RM (zM) denote the rad ica l (socle) o f M and 
set Hd(M) = M/RM . In add ition  le t  P(M), I(M) denote the p ro jective  
cover, in je c t iv e  hu ll o f  M .
F in a lly ,  fo r  M,N e mod A , we w rite  M|N i f  there ex is ts  a section 
8 e (M,N) and a re tra c tio n  <l> e (N,M) such that <|>o8 = 1M . That is ,
M is  isomorphic to a d ire c t  summand o f N .
1.1 D e fin it io n .
An A-map 8 :V + U is  ir re d u c ib le  i f
( I ) 8 is  ne ither a section nor a re traction .
( II)  Given the diagram
Z
v — > w
- 1
In troduction .
Representation theory has seen some new developments recently  with 
the app lica tion  o f Auslander-Reiten theory. Given a f in i t e  dimensional 
algebra A , one can construct a d irected  graph ca lle d  the Auslander-Reiten 
(A-R) quiver whose vertices are the isomorphism classes o f indecomposable 
A-modules. In addition there ex is ts  ce rta in  non -sp lit short exact sequences 
ca lle d  A-R sequences which are c lo se ly  linked w ith the A-R quiver.
In Chapter 1 we ou tline  th is  theory inc lud ing a technique fo r 
constructing A-R sequences by J.A . Green [Gr 3]. In Chapter 2 we look 
a t group representation theory concentrating on blocks o f c y c lic  defect 
group. In p a rt icu la r  we are able to construct the A-R quiver fo r  such 
a b lock and the A-R sequence fo r  the indecomposable modules.
In Chapter 3 we look at some o f C. Riedtmann's work ([R l] , [R2]) on 
abstract quivers and coverings o f A-R quivers. In Chapter 4 we combine 
a l l  these ideas to obtain resu lts on blocks o f c y c l ic  defect group. In 
p a r t ic u la r  the composition factors (see [Ja] fo r example) fo r each 
indecomposable module are determined and a re su lt concerning the Grothendieck 
group is  obtained ([Bu2]).
A-R sequences fo r blocks o f c y c l ic  defect group have already been 
studied and we re fe r to [Re] and [GaR] fo r d e ta ils  concerning both the 
composition fa c to rs  fo r  modules and the A-R sequences.
In Chapter 5 we look at the group SL(2,pn) . Recently there has been 
a lo t  o f in te re s t in th is  group, in c lu d in g  work by K. Erdmann on certa in  
f i l t r a t io n s  o f p ro jective  modules [E l]  and period ic modules [E2]. Me look 
at the simple period ic modules and construct the connected quiver components 
conta in ing them, using certa in  pullback techniques. In th is  way we obtain 
in f in it e  fam ilie s  o f period ic modules o f a rb itra ry  large dimension.
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Some work has 
quivers (see [H], 
conta in ing period i
been done on period ic modules 
[W]) and indeed the shapes o f 




e ith e r 9' is  a section o r 6“ is  a re tra c t io n .
I t  is  an easy consequence o f the d e f in it io n  (see [AR2] 2.6(a)) 
tha t an irre du c ib le  map is  c ith e r  a monomorphism or an epimorphism but 
never both. In p a rt icu la r  i f  e e (V,W) is  ir re d u c ib le , V  ^ W .
. m n
Let V,W c mod A , V = JJ_ V. , W = JL±W. with V. ,W. e Ind(A) .
i= l 1 i= l J 1 J
Given 9 £ (V,W) we can express i t  as a matrix (9^) » 9j-j e (v >^Wj)  •
Define
(1) R(V,W) = {9 £ (V,W)|9 .. is  not an isomorphism fo r any ls ia n , ls jsn ) ;
J *
and
(2) R2  *(V,W) = s R(Z,W)R(V,Z) .
Zfilnd(A)
1.2 Lemma ([R i] 120)
For V,W £ mod A , 9 £ (V,W) irre du c ib le  im plies tha t
9 £ R(V,W)\R2(V,W) . Furthermore i f  V,W £ Ind(A) then 9
i f f  9 £ R(V,W)\R2 (V,W) .
Define the space o f ir re d u c ib le  maps to be
is  irredu c ib le
□
(3) Irr(V,W) = R(V,W)/R2(V,W) V.W £ Ind(A) .
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1.3 Lenma ([AR2] 528)
Let F:mod A -*• mod B be an equivalence o f stable categories. Let 
6 e (V,W)A such that 0 / 0  and * e (FV,FW)B such that F(e) = * .
Then e is  ir re d u c ib le  i f f  \p is  irredu c ib le .
P ro o f.
We only need the re su lt fo r V,W e Indp(A) so we w i l l  prove th is  
re s tr ic te d  case re fe rr ing  to the proof in [AR2] fo r  the general case.
We claim  that P(V,W) c R2 (V,W) . Let 4. e P(V,W) . C erta in ly  
* i  (V,W)\R(V,W) otherwise V o r W would be p ro jective . I f  
<t> e  R(V,W)\R2 (V,W) then 4> is  ir re d u c ib le  by 1.2. Since <f> e P(V,W) 
there ex ists a p ro jective  module P such that the fo llow ing  diagram
P
V ----7— > W9
commutes fo r some ♦ 1 e (V,P), <f>2 « (P,W) . But * is  ir re d u c ib le  so 
e ith e r  1s a section or Is a re traction . In e ith e r case e ith e r 
V|P or W|P which im plies V or W 1s p ro jective , a con trad iction  
which estab lishes our claim .
Consider e as given in the lemma. Then e e R(V,W)\R2 (V,W) by 
1.2 and by the above remarks we can say that e_ e  R(V,W)\R2 (V,W) . Since
- 5 -
we have an equivalence F:mod A mod B i t  fo llow s that \p e R(FV,FW)\ 
R2 (FV,FW) and so * « R(FV,FW)\R2(FV,FW) since P(V,W) c R2 (V,W) .
Therefore <l> is  irredu c ib le  by 1.2. A s im ila r  proof gives the reverse 
im p lica tion .
□
1.4 D e fin it io n .
The Auslander-Reiten Quiver Q(A) , o f an algebra A , is  the 
d irec ted  graph whose vertices are the elements V e Ind(A) . An arrow 
V ■* W is  defined i f f  there e x is ts  an irre du c ib le  map e:V -*■ W . To 
each arrow we attach an in teger ny w = dimkIrr(V,W) . In the case 
nv w = 1 we delete th is  number.
We remark that Q(A) is  f in i t e  i f f  A is  representation f in it e .  
A lso there are no loops V -^ 3  in  Q(A) by the remarks fo llow ing  
d e f in it io n  1 . 1 .
Define the stable quiver Q(A)S to be the d irected  subgraph o f 
Q(A) obtained by removing a l l  p ro jective  vertices and th e ir  attaching 
arrows.
1.5 P ropos ition .
Let F : mod A mod B be an equivalence o f stab le  categories. Then 
Q(A)S - Q(B)$ and nv>w - nFV>FW for a l l  V,W « Indp(A) .
Proof.
This fo llows iirniediately from 1.3.
□
- 6 -
1.6 D e f in it io n .
An Ausländer-Reiten (A-R) Sequence is  a short exact sequence 
(s .e .s .)
(M) 0 ---- > N E -S U  M ---- > 0
sa t is fy in g  the fo llow ing  conditions.
(a) M,N e Ind(A) .
(b) (M) is  non -sp lit.
(c) I f  i  e  (X,M) is  not a re tra ction  then there ex is ts  
h e (X,E) such that i  = goh .
Condition (b) im plies that M is  non-projective and N is  non- 
in je c t iv e . G ab rie l's  expository paper [Gal] (sections 1-3) and 
Ausländer and R e iten 's [AR1/2/3] contain many d e ta ils  on the theory and 
properties enjoyed by these sequences, a few o f which we give below.
Note.
An A-R sequence is  often re ferred  to as almost s p l i t .
1.7 Theorem ([ARID §4)
Let M e Indp(A) . Then there ex is ts  an A-R sequence
- 7
A(M) : O + N + E + M + O
which is  unique up to isomorphism. ^
For such a sequence we denote by tM the module N , ca lle d  the 
Auslander-Translate o f M .
We w il l exp la in , b r ie f ly ,  how the A-R sequence is  constructed 
introducing various 'machinery' from homological algebra as we go along. 
To s ta r t  w ith, given M e modp (A) , le t  e:P(M) -*■ M be a p ro jective  
cover fo r M . Define the H e lle r  Operator n by ftM:= Ker(e) . This 
is  uniquely defined up to isomorphism and the s .e .s .
0 + !lH + P(M) — > M -+• 0
1s a minimal p ro jective  presentation (m.p.p.) o f  M . Define contra- 
va rian t functors
(*),D : mod A -*■ mod A0^
by
M : =» (M,A)a , DM: » (M,k)k .
The r ig h t  A-module action is  given by
8 -
(fa)(m) = f(am) , a c A , m e K , f  e DM
★
and (fa)(m) = f(m)a , a t A . n i i M . f e M ,
Let
P P,0P -> P,0
be a m.p.p. fo r  M e Indp(A) and apply (*) which is  le ft -e x a c t to 
obtain
0 -*■ M* — 2-> P* — 1-^  P* -  Coker(p*) 0 .
Applying the functor D which is  exact we obtain the exact sequence
where TrM: = Coker(pp . The module DTrM is  the Auslander-Translate 
M .
Suppose A is  symmetric. That is  there ex ists  a l in e a r  map
a:A -*■ k such that the b il in e a r  form <,> : A»A -*■ k given by <a,b> = a(ab)
is  symmetric and non-degenerate. (In p a rt icu la r , a (J) / 0 fo r any le f t
(or r igh t) idea l J o f  A) . I t  fo llow s that (*) , D are isomorphic
★
as functors under the map f  ■* ao f , f  e  M . Therefore, (4) becomes 
the m.p.p.
★
(4) ■» DM -*• 0
- 9
0 + A  + p] M -*■ 0
and we deduce the fo llow ing .
1.8 Proposi t io n .
Let A = kG , the group algebra fo r some f in i t e  group G . Then 
fo r M e Indp(kG) ,
tM = n2M .
P roo f.
The re su lt  fo llows from the above remarks since kG is  a symmetric
algebra. (Define a e DkG by a( I \ g) = \ )
geG 9 1 0
We now turn to the construction  o f A-R sequences. In CAR1] §4,
the fo llow ing  condition is  given fo r a s .e .s. to be almost s p l i t .  Let
(M) 0 + tH + E + M + 0
be a s .e .s . with M « Indp (A) given by x « Ext^M.tM) . Then (M) 
is  almost s p l i t  i f  0 t  x e E(Ext^(M,xM)) considered as an (M,M)-module.
So to determine (M) one has to compute the 'E x t ' group, determine Its 
soc le  and then construct the corresponding pushout. This is  d i f f i c u l t  
to  do in p ractice  and a lte rn a tiv e  methods have been put forward by M. Butler
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[Bui] and J.A . Green [GR3], We look at the method described in CGR3] 
which involves looking at ce rta in  pullbacks. Recall the d e f in it io n  o f 
a pullback; given B,C,D e mod A , 0 e (B,C) , it e (D,C) the diagram
Here; K = Ker(w) , PQ,PD are the natural p ro jec tions , u(k) = (0,k) 
and i is  the in c lu s ion  map. E is  sometimes re ferred  to as the pullback 
o f (C,9 , if) . Notice that i f  Im(e) s Im(ir) the top U ne  o f the diagram 
can be completed to form a s .e .s .
Consider the completed pullback
B
D ■» Cir
can be completed thus:
PB■> E -> B
PD e
o -> k — D C
where
E = {(b,d) £ Bj^p|e(b ) = Tf(d)}
11
0 ----- > tM ------> E ----- > M ----- > 0
II i Jo
0 ----- > TM ----> DP1 -g— > DPq ----- > DM* -*• 0
Pi
where Im(e) s; Im(Dp*) . For such a e e (M,DP*) , Green defines a 
k-1 i near map
T0 :EndA(M) -  k
such that the sequence (M) is  almost s p l i t  i f f
(5) T0 + 0
(6 ) TQ(R(EndA(M)) = 0 .
Furthermore, such a e can be chosen such that
(7) Ker(e) is  a maximal submodule o f M (Ker(e) <-M)
We describe th is  construction  fo r A a symmetric algebra with 
associated k-map a:A k . Recall that DM* « M , DPq = PQ 
DPi = P1 in  th is  case.
and
12
Since Pg is  p ro jective  we may w rite  
m
P0 = U  Ae^  = AS] 9 . . .  9 Asm
where = (0....... e..........0) , ei a p rim itive  idempotent. Given
0 £ (M,Pg) define
m
....... tm) £ ll(D M )e .
by se tt in g  t .  = Ç^ e where £ DPQ is  given by ^ (a s j)  = « ^ ( a )  
F in a lly ,  put c i  = P0(s-j) and define, fo r  n £ Endft(M) :
( 8 ) T0(n) = ^ (n(c1 )) + .......  + tm(n(cm))
We now look a t the connection between almost s p l i t  sequences and 
A-R Quivers. Given an almost s p l i t  sequence
A(M) 0 * tH E -2-> M -  0
-v n ai
we w rite  E = l_l E ,1 . E. £ Ind(A) pairw ise non-isomorphic and 
1=1 1 1
f  _ i i ( l ) f \ i ) f \ni f lN J iI V 1 1 •••••• 1 a »••••»! _ )F0 ( ) f( " ) J
13 -
where e (tM,E.)
By [AR2] (2.15) f,g  
are irredu c ib le  fo r al 
s p l i t  sequence A(M)
,(!) q(n) a(n)\• • »9-j »• • • • t9a )
» 9 ^  e (E.,M) fo r 1 s i s n , 1 s j  s; a. .
J I 1
are irre du c ib le  and by [AR2] (2.5) f^ ) ,  g(’ )
J J
1 1 s i  s n , 1 s j  s . Therefore the almost
g ives r ise  to the subquiver
where a1 = n ^ ^  = n£ >M by [R i] (120).
Ca ll such a subquiver a mesh. I f ,  fo r some 1 s 1 s n , E.. 1s
p ro jective , c a ll the subquiver a p ro jective  mesh.
Conversely, given M e Indp(A) , define 
(9) H+ • (V e Ind(A)|there ex is ts  an arrow M -*■ V>
and fo r N « Ind(A) such that N is  non in je c t iv e , define
( 10) N - {U e Ind(A)|there ex is ts  an arrow U N)
14 -
Then, see fo r  example CRi] (120),
(1 1) (tM)+ = M'
and there e x is t  maps f  e (tM,JJ_ E E,M) , g e (JJ_ E E,M,M)
EeM EeM
such that
0 + xM  — > J_L e " ^  -3~> M —► 0
EeM-
is  an almost s p l i t  sequence.
In passing from Q(A) to the stab le quiver Q(A)s we observe that 
the non-projective meshes are preserved w h ils t the p ro jective meshes 
lose th e ir  p ro jective  vertices and attach ing arrows. One is  frequently 
in  the pos ition  where the stab le  quiver is  known so, to recover the fu ll 
qu iver, one needs to place the p ro jective  modules in  the co rrect mesh.
From now on we sha ll assume that A is  a symmetric algebra. In 
p a rt icu la r , a module P 1s p ro jective  i f f  i t  is  in je c t iv e .
Let P e Ind(A) be p ro jective  and simple. Suppose there ex ists an 
irre du c ib le  map e:P -►  M . Since P is  simple e is  a monomorphism and 
by the In je c t iv ity  o f P , e 1s a section  which con trad icts 1.1(1). 
S im ila r ly  there is  no irre d u c ib le  map xp:N P . Hence P occurs as an
15 -
iso la ted  vertex in  Q(A) and plays no s ig n if ic a n t  ro le . We sha ll 
r e s t r ic t  ourselves, then, to non-simple p ro jective  modules.
1.9 Lemma.
Let P e Ind(A) be p ro jective  and non-simple. The only ir re d u c ib le  
maps to and from P are the natural maps i:RP ■+■ P and tr:P -►  P/rP
P roo f.
Suppose e:M P is  ir re d u c ib le . Since P is  p ro jective  0 is  a
monomorphism. I f  M  ^ RP then Im(9 ) < RP and we have a n on -tr iv ia l 
fa c to r isa t io n
RP
Since ne ither e' nor i are sections e is  not ir re d u c ib le . Therefore, 




such that 9 ‘ is  not a section and e" is  not a re tra ction . Since i 
is  a monomorphism, so is  e ‘ , w h ils t 0" is  not su rjective  since P 
is  p ro jective . Hence Imfe") = Im(i) = RP . Define i j c N R P  by 
<j»(n) = 0"(n) fo r  n e lm(0 ')  and (n) = 0 otherwise. Then 1p e ' = 1„D 
and so e' is  a section , a con trad iction . Therefore i is  irredu c ib le  
as required.
The case ir:P P/zP is  s im ila r.
□
1.10 Theorem.
Let P e  Ind(A) be p ro jective  and non-simple and denote by {P> , 
the p ro jective  mesh in Q(A) containing P . Then {P} gives r ise  to 
the almost s p l i t  sequence
0 RP -*■ P 9 RP/ZP -*■ P/zP -►  0 .
P ro o f.
By 1.9 and e a r l ie r  remarks, {P} gives r is e  to an almost s p l i t  
sequence o f the form
0 + RP + P » X + P/zP h. 0 
fo r  some X e mod A . Consider the pullback
- 17 -
0 ------> RP ----- > E ----- > P/EP ----- > 0
II 1 le
0 ------> RP — —*  P ----- > P ----- > p/zp ----- > 0
where ir.P -*■ Hd(P) (= P/RP) is  the natural map and we id e n t ify  Hd(P) 
w ith IP s P . Referring to CGR31 a 0 can be found such that the top 
lin e  is  an almost s p l i t  sequence, and by (7) we may choose 0 such that 
Ker(e)<- p/zp . Therefore Ker(e) = RP/ZP and Im(e) = zP . Let P = Ae 
fo r some p rim itive  idempotent in A . We may assume that:
Q:P/ZP ----- > Hd(P)
e + EP ---- » e + RP
and so ir(e) = e(e + ZP) . Therefore, w(ae) = e(ae + EP) fo r a l l  a « A 
Consider the pullback
E = {(p,q) ( P i  P/ZP | ir(p) = 6 (q)>
which is  generated as an A-module by Ker(ir) • Ker(e) and (e,e + zP) . 
Consider the A-map
i|):E P , ip(p,q) » p .
Since P is  p ro jective  and ip is  su rje c t iv e , ip is  a re tra c tion ; 
hence E = P0Ker(i|<) . However,
Ker(i(i) = {(0,q) e P 0 P/eP} = Ker(e) = RP/eP 
as required.
□
In the next chapter we look a t the group algebra case, in  p a r t ic u la r  
a t blocks w ith c y c lic  defect group, and apply some o f the re su lts  o f  th is 
chapter.
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CHAPTER 2. Representation Theory.
Let G be a f in i t e  group and k an a lg e b ra ica lly  closed 
f ie ld  o f ch a ra c te r is t ic  p such that d |G| . Let B be a p-block 
o f G w ith defect group D o f order pd = q . F in a lly  le t  H s G 
such that Nq (D) s H and le t  B be the unique kH-block associated to 
B under the Brauer Correspondence.
We w i l l  want to take advantage o f the Green Correspondence which 
ex ists between ce rta in  quotient categories o f mod kH and mod kG 
Here, however, we w il l  only be interested in  the s itu a tio n  which gives 
r is e  to an equivalence o f stable categories and therefore we sha ll only 
ou tline  the correspondence in th is  case. For fu rther d e ta ils  we re fe r 
to [GR2] which contains a summary o f the d e f in it iv e  paper [GR1].
2.1 D e f in it io n .
Let G be as above, HsG, le t  U e mod kH , M e mod kG and define 
fM e mod kH , gU e mod kG as fo llow s. Write
(1) MH = fM ffl P
(2) UG = gU « Q
where P,Q are p ro jective , fM,gU are p ro jective  free and are a l l 
uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the K ru l1-Schmidt Theorem.
- 20 -
From now on le t  D be c y c l ic  and set H = Ng(Dg) s NQ(D) where 
Dg is  the minimal subgroup o f D . The fo llow ing is  then a c o ro lla ry  
o f the Green Correspondence.
2.2 Theorem.
Let B , B, D be as above w ith D c y c lic  o f order q and le t  
M « Indp(kG) , U e Indp(kH) . Then:
(a) fM e Ind (kH) , gU e Ind (kG) and 
9(fM) = M , f(gU) 2f U .
(b) U c mod B i f f  gll e  mod B
M c mod B i f f  fM £ mod B .
(c) n(fM) = f(nM) , 0(gU) = g(nU) .
2.3 C o ro lla ry .
There ex is ts  an equivalence o f stable categories: 
f : mod B -*■ mod B .
P roo f.
By 2.2 f  gives a 1-1 correspondence o f objects. For each 
M £ mod B , le t
- 21
PM : Mh -  fM . i M : fM -  Mh
be the natural re tra c t io n , section respective ly . For M,N e mod B ,
0 « (M,N) , le t  fe = pNo0 |H o i i^i . This induces a natural k-isomorphi
(M,N) = (fM.fN) , 0 -  fe .
In a s im ila r  fash ion, one can define
g : mod B -*■ mod B
such that fog = 1^  B , gof « l ^ g  as required.
2.4 D e fin it io n  (CP] 233)
Let H be a subgroup o f G having a p-block b with defect group 
D o f  order q . We say that b is  (q ,e )-un ise ria l i f :
(a) b conta ins, up to isomorphism, e simple modules 
S.| ( i e  I * { 0 ,1 ,. ., e - l}) where e|q-l .
(b) There ex ists  a fu l l  set o f p ro jective  indecomposable modules 
{T. | 1 e 1} such that:
(1) y*^) * s1 .
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( i i )  Ti lias a unique composition series
Si Si +1 Si +2 Si+q-l
where, fo r j  e  7Z , Sj: = Si where j  = i+ae , i e I , 
a e ZZ .
( i i i )  There ex ists a f u l l  set
(Ti>a | i e  I , a = 1.........q}
o f indecomposable modules fo r  mod b where each 
a unique composition series
T1 »a has
In p a rt icu la r , Ti  = Ti>q , Si = 1 and
<3> Ti , a/ R(Ti , a ) " S1 •
W  *<*1 *
For j  (.TL , le t  T., = T. where j  ; 1 mod(e)
J » a  1 , a  '  '
The fo llow ing  can be found in  Dade's paper [D].
where e
Proo f.
We sketch the proof re fe rr ing  to Dade's paper [D] and the la te r 
pub lica tion  CGR2] fo r more d e ta ils . Let ( i e I) be the
pro jective  indecomposable, simple modules respective ly  numbered such 
that T^/RTi = S.j . Dade shows that there ex ists n e kD such that 
nq = 0 and fo r each i e I ,
(5) T. > T ..n  > T^n2 ................  > T ..n q_1 > 0
is  the unique composition series fo r  T. . I f  we set T. = T ./T ..n a1 l ,a 1 l
then {T. |i e I , a = l , . . ,q }  is  a fu l l  set o f indecomposable modules.i ,a
Green shows in [GR2] that fo r  each i e I ,
2.5 Theorem.
Let B, B , D be as in 2.2. 
is  the in e r t ia l index o f B and
where the indexing is  taken module e . I t  fo llow s that the composition 
series (5) s a t is f ie s  2 .4 (i 1) which proves the theorem.
□
Let l j a  ^ » T.| a>na . By (6) i t  fo llow s that fo r  a = l , . . , q  :
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(7) Tia) = T -x1 ,a 1 +a,a-a
(8) T. /T(a) = T.1 ,a l jct 1
I f  we consider the m.p.p.
0
we see that,
(9) T(a) 2f T. l i+a,q-a
which im plies that n2T. = T. . s ince q = 1 mod(e) .
F in a lly  le t  be the p rim itive  idempotent corresponding to T.
That is  = Be^  . Then e-j a = e-j + T^n° c T. q is  a generator fo r
T. as a B-module.1 ,a
2.6 Theorem.
The A-R sequence A(T  ^ a ) is  given by:
0 Ti+1 , a  Ti ,a+l •  Ti + 1 , a - l  Ti , a 0
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where, fo r  a = 1 , T.j+i is  the zero-module. Furthermore, there
ex is t irre du c ib le  maps
91 : Ti ,a  -  Ti- l,a + l a = 1 , . . . , q - l
: T. -*■ T. 1 c  1 ,ct 1 ,a-l a = 2 , . . . ,q
where e, is  the in c lu s ion  map obtained by T. = t P  } , m1 J i ,a i -1 ,a+l v '
and $ 2 is  defined by 02(e i jOl) = e i a + and the isomorphism
given in  (8 ).
Proof.
Consider the m.p.p.
0 -  n r  -  -*■ T, -  T. -  01 , a  1+a 1 i , a
and the pullback
(101)
0 "" T1+l ,a -  E(9> -  T1 ,a -  0
II i  ie
0 -  Ti+1 ,a  -  T1+a ?  T1 -  T1 , «  -  0
where Im(e) s Im(ir)
By e a r l ie r  remarks (7) in Chapter 1 there ex ists  a e such that 
Ker(e) <• Ti>a and the resu lting  s .e .s .  is  almost s p l i t .  U n is e r ia lity  
0 f Ti ,a  fo rces Ker<9) = RTi „ = Ti 1) • Given 9' e (T, ,T .) withi *a i ,a 1 9(x  ^'
Ker(e') = RT\ , i t  fo llow s from Schur's Lemma that e* = s.e fo r  
some s e k since Im(e) is  simple. Thus the re su lting  s .e .s .
V l  ,a E(e') T.1 id 0
is  isomorphic to the one in (10') and is  thus almost s p l i t .  We may now 
assume that
Here Ker(e) = RT.>a 3f Ti+1 ^  by (7) and Im(e) = T jq-1) = r(T i ) .
To determine i r r T ^  -*■ T^  we want such a map with Ker(ir) = T^  + 1 
Let ir be given by ir(e.+a) = e . .na . Then Ker(r) -  T ^ '“ * - T<+]
by (7) and the pullback is  given by
E(e) = {(u i v) e  Tija  e T1+a>q | e(u) * *(v)} .
Now
1 ,a+l7r_1(Im(0)) = / V i q‘ 1 )) = T jq; “ +1) * T by (7)
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so E(0) can be considered as the pullback
E (8) - Ti
1 i
Ti,a+1 Ti
where ir '(e i>a+1) = er nq_1 . Therefore
E(0) = { (u , v )  e Ti a  0 T1>a+l|e(u) = tt' ( v )}
Let * 6 <T1.a+rT1.«> be 9iven b* ♦(•l.«+l) " ei,a
Define a map
*:E -►  Ker(e) ® Ti>a+1 
(u,v) -*• (u-<».(v),v) .
Since e(u-*(v)) = e(u)-ir'(v) = 0 we see that * 1s 
B-map which is  c le a r ly  In jective . To show that t  is
( e i , a , e 1,a+1> e E '
♦(e1 .a-e1.«+l> = <e1 ,a ‘ *<e1 .«+1>’e1 ,«+l> = 
and so *(B(e1>a.e1>a+l)) = 8 ( 0 , . ^ )  = ( O . T , ^ )  .
= E say. 
whereby eo<j> = it '
i well defined 
onto, consider
° ’ e1,«+l> 
S im ila r ly ,  for
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(ei >is' n >0) e E .
$(B(ei , a ‘ n,°)) = B(ei , a ,n,0) = (Ker(9).0) • 
Hence 4> is  a lso onto and so
E(e) = E = Ker(e) 9 T.
V l  ,a - l ® Ti  ,a+l
as requ ired.
We now compute the irre d u c ib le  maps »e2 . One can embed
Ti+ l,a  in  Ti,a+1 by the 1,0(3 e i+ l,a  ^ ei , o + l 'n so the "»nomorphism 
in the A-R sequence
11+1»a i ,a
1s g iven by e1+l §a ■+ (O.e, §a+ rn) . But * ( 0 ^  >a+1n) = ( - e ^ . n . e ^ . n )  
e Ker(e) 9 T. , which 1s mapped to the element (-e .^ / , ,e . .n)1*a+l x 1+1fa - l  1 , a  '
e  T1+l ,a - l ® T1,a+1 # There o^re the map
f :T1+l,a "*■ T1 + l,a - l  * T1,a+1 
e1+l,a "■ (_e1 + l , a - l ’ e 1 ,a+ ln)
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is  irredu c ib le  by CAR2] 2.15. Now f  =
f l<e i +l , « >  “ - e i +l , a - l  and f 2<e i +l,cc>
irredu c ib le  by CAR2] 2.5. Hence ^ .0 2
the theorem are irre d u c ib le . The case
by 1.9 since T. is  p ro jective  and 
1 *H
( ^ 1 * ^ 2 )T wllere
ei ,o+ln and so f l* f 2 are
as given in the statement o f
8,;T. -*■ T. , is  covered2 i ,q l ,q~l
Ti,q-1 " Ti / (T i,q )
2.7 C o ro lla ry .
dimkI r r (Ti , a ’ Ti,a - l>  " dimkI r r (Ti,a * Ti - l , a +l> = 1
Proo f.
Since T,| +i > T-j+i >a_i occur with m u lt ip lic ity  one in the middle 
term o f A(T  ^ a ) , the re su lt  fo llow s from the remarks made in Chapter 1 
(1.8-1.9).
One also deduces that A(T. ) gives r ise  to the mesh1 ,01
oi ™ 2 , . . .  ,q-l a * 1 .
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The A-R quiver i s  then the union o f a l l  such meshes and is  
given below:
This is  not qu ite the whole p ic tu re . Since we defined T. = T.
j .a  i ,a
fo r j  = 1 mod (e) , (J e Z, i £ I) 2.6 im plies that there ex is t 
Irreduc ib le  maps e-j a  ■* Te_j a . Therefore we have to 'g lue ' the
edges o f the graph (10) together and the re su lt in g  cy linder is  the fu l l  
A-R quiver Q(B) . We sh a ll d iscuss th is  'g lue ing ' in  more de ta il 1n 
the next chapter.
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The stable quiver Q(B)S is  the shortened cy linder obtained by 
de leting  the top row o f vertices (Ti q 's) and th e ir  attaching arrows. 
For such a (q .e )-un ise ria l block, w rite:
Q(q.e) = Q(B)S .
2.8 Theorem.
Let B be a kG-block w ith c y c lic  defect group D with |D| = q -
Then,
Q(IB)S = Q(q.e)
where e is  the in e r t ia l index o f D .
P roo f.
Let H s G be as in  2.1 and le t  B be the kH-block corresponding
to B . Then Q(B)S = Q(q,e) , where e 1s the In e rt ia l index o f D ,
by the above remarks. Since mod B , mod B are stab ly  equivalent by
2.3, Q(B) = Q( IB) , by 1.5 and the re su lt  fo llow s.
s s 0
2.9 C o ro lla ry .
Let gT. e Indp( B) be the Green Correspondent o f Tj , some1 »o r 1 ,a
A
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a / c . Then A(gT. ) is  ' V3 i .or
9Ti +l ,a gTi , a +l ® gTi +l, a - l  ® P -  gT1 .a
where P is  a (possib ly zero) p ro jec tive  module.
□
To recover the fu l l  quiver Q( IB) we need to know the position  o f 
each p ro jective  indecomposable module P . By 1.10 i t  is  s u f f ic ie n t  to 
know the pos it ion  o f P/ZP . We show that i t  is  s u f f ic ie n t  to determine 
the position  o f  each simple module.
We digress a l i t t l e  to discuss the Brauer Tree which plays a c ru c ia l 
ro le  in th is  problem. In the next two chapters we show that a knowledge 
o f the Brauer Tree is  enough fo r one to recover the f u l l  quiver and to 
determine the irre d u c ib le  maps. The fo llow ing  is  an ou tlin e  o f re su lts  
found in  Green's paper [GR2].
Let {V |^1 e  1} ({W^|i e l} )  be f u l l  sets o f simple (p ro jective
indecomposable) modules la b e lle d  such that W /^R(W )^ = V. and le t  
(n.j|i e I) be the corresponding p ro jec tive  modular characters. In CD] 
Dade shows that IB has e + (q - l)/e  ord inary irre du c ib le  characters
Xj ........(A e A) .
Furthermore, i f  one sets Xg+  ^ = z Xx (and c a ll th is  character
AeA
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exceptiona l), then fo r each i e I there ex ists a unique pa ir i ( l )  , 
i(2 ) e i l , . . . , e + l}  such that:
(11) ni " Xi (1) + Xi (2) *
Define the Brauer Tree r to be the graph with e+1 vertices 
corresponding to the set { X , .} and with e edges corresponding 
to the ni 's ; two vertices , Xm being linked by an edge ni i f f  
U ,  ml = (1(1),1(2)} .
In CGR2] Green shows that there ex is ts  a permutation 6:1-*- I 
such tha t, renumbering the W.. , V.. i f  necessary, the fo llow ing holds.
2.10 Theorem.
For a l l  1,j  e I :
(a) ( fV j.S ^  = (Vj.gS^ = k 1 - j
0 1 / j
(b) (Si.fVJ) - (9S1,Vj) - k 5(1) - j
0 6(1) ji j .
(c) For each 1 e I there ex is t s .e .s .
0 -*■ ngS^  -*■ gS^  -*-0
0 gS1+l W1+l "*■ °9Si *■ 0 •
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Green goes on to show that i f ,  fo r each i e I , p2_ , P2i+1 
denote the modular characters afforded by gS^  , ngS^  respective ly
then Pj e {X-j....... *e+l^ o^r J = 0»...»2e-l and so the equation
(11) can be w ritten as:
thus lin k in g  the Brauer Tree r with the permutation & .
One can also deduce the Cartan matrix from the Brauer Tree, the 
fo llow ing  re su lt being found in  CJa].
2.11 Theorem.
Let C = ( c . j)  be the Cartan matrix fo r B . Then:
(12)
= P + p
2«_1( i)  26_1(i)+ l
{1(1),i(2)> n {j (1),j(2)}  = 9
= 1 {i (1 ) , i (2)} n {j (1 ),j (2)} = U} t  {e+1}
(q-1)/e { i( l) , i(2 )>  n ( j ( l) , j ( 2 ) }  = {e+1}
e+1 / { i( l) , i(2 )>
= (q-1 )/e+l e+1 € {i (1 ),i (2)} .
□
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We return to the problem o f recovering the fu l l  qu iver Q( IB) 
from the stable one. For any U e mod B , le t  t(U) denote the 
composition length, in  p a rt icu la r  t(T . ) = a fo r each i « I ,
1 £ a s q . Define:
(13) X : I -  {1,.. , q - l}
by se tt ing  A (i): = * ( fV .) . In add ition , le t  X*( i ) = q -A ( i)  .
2.12 Lemma.
For each 1 e  I X ( i) = 6_1( i) - i+ l mod (e) .
P roo f.
By 2.10(a), Hd(fV^) = which im plies fV.. = a , some
a e (1, —  ,q - l> . By (4) i f fV ^  « Si+a. 1 w h ils t 2.10(b) gives
E(fV.j ) = * Therefore 1+a*1 5 «-1(1) mod(e) and so A (i)
a  = 6 1(1)-i+ l as required. ^
2.13 Theorem.
The (pro jective) mesh contain ing corresponds to the A-R 
sequence stopping at gT .
« ( l ) . A '( l )
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P roo f.
The A-R sequence whose middle term contains W. is :
0 RW. -*• RW./ZW. ® W. -*■ W./ZW. -*■ 0 
i i i i i i
by 1.10. Now RW.. = S1V.. since
0 RWi -*• Wi -*■ Vi 0
is  a m.p.p. fo r  Vi . Hence f(RW.) = f(P V .) = 0 ( fV .) (by 2.2(c))
" ^ l* ^ 1) '  Ti +x( i) ,X , ( i)  = V l (1)+i iX . (1) b y 2 J 2 - N°W
RW^  = x(Wi./EWi ) = fl2(W1/IWi ) by 1.8 which im plies that
«S-1 ( i )+l ( i )
= n2f(Wi /rW .) and so
f(W./ZW ) = T
1 1 « ^ U . x ' d )
as required.
2.14 C o ro lla ry .
A(gT , ) is :
« • '( D . x 'd )
o gT ------*■ gT , i g T  , » w.
6 (1 )+l ,A* (1 ) i  1 ( l) .A ' (1)+1 i " '  (1 )+l ,x' ( i )-l 1
gT .
«■ ’ O M ' O )
0 .
and in  p a rt icu la r, RW. ■  gT , , W</eW. - gT . and
1 «^(D+l.x'd) 1 1 «''(O.x'd)
RW./zW. - gT . » gT ,
1 1 « " '( D .x ' i D + l  <s-1 ( i  )+i ,x • (1 ) - i  n
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CHAPTER 3. Riedtmann Quivers and Coverings.
In th is  chapter we introduce the abstract Riedtmann Quiver 
CR1] o f which the A-R Quiver is  an example.
3.1 D e fin it io n .
A quiver Q = (Q0»Q-|) is  a d irected graph w ith vertex set Qq and 
arrow set Q-j which contains no loops or d ire c te d  arrows.
For x e Qq le t  x+ denote the set o f v e rt ice s  which are endpoints 
fo r  arrows s ta rt in g  a t x and x ' the set o f ve rtices which are sta rting  
points fo r  arrows ending a t x . We shall only consider quivers Q such 
that x+, x” are f in i t e  fo r  a l l  x c Qq .
3.2 D e fin it io n .
A Riedtmann Quiver ¿ « ( A q .a^ t ) 1s a qu ive r (aq ,a 1 ) together 
w ith an in je c t iv e  function  t :Aq -*• Aq defined on a subset Aq c Aq such 
that (t x )+ = x" fo r  a l l  x e Aq .
C a ll A stab le  1f Aq = Aq and t  1s onto. Say x e Aq is  
pe riod ic  i f  t*x = x fo r  some a e W .
3.3 Example.
Let Q(A) be the A-R quiver o f a symmetric algebra A . Then the
t r ip le  (Qg,Q-| ,n ) is  a Riedtmann Quiver where Qq  = Ind(A) ,
Qg = Indp(A) and is  as defined in  1.4.
Notice that Q(A) is  a lso a Riedtmann Quiver and that Q(A) s ' s
is  stab le as defined above.
3.4 D e fin it io n .
A morphism o f quivers 0:Q Q* is  a map such that i f  x -2->  y 
is  an arrow in  Q there ex is ts  an arrow 6(x) 0(y) i n q *  <
it "tc "ft
Let A = (Ag.Apx) , A = (Ag,A-|,T*) be Riedtmann Quivers. A 
morphism o f Riedtmann Quivers 9:A A is  a morphism o f quivers such 
that:
(1) T*e(x) = 9x(x)
fo r  such x e Ag where th is  is  defined.
3.5 D e fin it io n .
★
A covering w:A + A is  a su rjec tive  morphism o f Riedtmann Quivers
2
sa t is fy in g the fo llow ing  fo r  a l l  x c Ag •
(a) it maps x" b ije c t iv e ly  onto (ttx)- .
(b) it maps x+ b ije c t iv e ly  onto (irx)+ .
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(c) tx  is  defined i f f  t*(itx) i s  defined.
3.6 Defin i t io n .
A d irected  tree T = (Tq>T-|) is  a quiver whose underlying 
undirected graph T is  a tree. I f  there ex ists an arrow x -2-> y
Q
then there ex ists  no arrow y x .
3.7 Example.
Let T = (Tq .T^) be a d irected tre e  and define ZT to be the 
quiver w ith vertex set Z xTq and arrow set ^  as fo llow s . For each 
arrow x y in T define arrows ( i , x )  -*■ ( i,y )  , ( i+ l,y )  -*• ( i.x )  fo r 
a l l  i  e 2  . Now define t: Z*Tq Z xT q by t ( i , x )  = (i+1 ,x) . C learly  
x is  b ije c t iv e  w h ils t ( r ( i,x ) ) + = { ( i+ l,y )|y  e x+} u { ( i,z ) | z  e x~) = ( i,x ) 
proving tha t the t r ip le  ZT = (ZxTg.t^ .x) is  a Riedtmann Quiver. Since 
t is  defined on ZxTg and is  surjecti v e , ZT is  stab le.
★
Riedtmann shows ([R l] 204) that g iven directed trees T,T then 
T = T* i f f  ZT = ZT* . She also shows in [R2] (460) that i f  A is  
a s e lf - in je c t iv e  algebra which is  representation f in i t e ,  then the stable 
quiver Q(A)S can be w ritten as the d is jo in t  union o f  connected components
Q(A) = U q. , J a f i n i t e  set 
s j«J J
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such that q. = Z r ./ E t .  . Here r .  is  a 
J J J J directed tree , O .  is  J
and f . is  a tree o f
type An> Dn> Eg, o r Eg fo r each j e J . In p a rt icu la r  there 
ex is ts  a covering
tt': A = U Z r  -  Q(A) . 
s j€ j  J s
Furthermore ir1 can be extended to a covering tt:A Q(A) o f Riedtmann 
Quivers such that
commutes, being the in c lu s ion  maps.
From now on le t  A = B , a kG-block w ith c y c lic  defect group and 
se t  Q:= Q(B) so Qs = Q(q,e) , some q,e e IN , by 2.8. We sh a ll 
construct a covering fo r  Q$ and extend th is  to a covering fo r  Q .
Let Indp(B) = {gT^  #|1el, a  = l , . . , q - l )  be a fu l l  set o f non- 
p ro jec tive  indecomposable modules where gT^  a is  the Green Correspondent
AS ■> A
Q(A)S 3— > Q (A )2
o f  T.1 .<*
Consider the linear tree An with the following arrows and vertices
■*— •— <— i— <— i— <— . .......... — — i— *.
1 2 3 4 n-1 n
3.8 P ropos ition .
The morphism o f quivers
111: ZAq-1 -  QS : ( i ’a )  -  9Ti , a 
is  a covering and induces an isomorphism
ZAq-1/< e^> “ Qs •
P ro o f.
Reca lling  the construction o f  Qs (and 2.9) i t  is  c le a r that 
n27r'( i,a ) = w' t (1,o ) = gT. , so (1) is  s a t is f ie d  and w' is  a1 ' | |0l >
morphism o f Riedtmann Quivers. Now (1,a)+ = {(1-1,a+ l) ,(1 , a - l )} and
(1,a) = {(1,a+ l) , ( i+ 1 ,a - l)} so by 2.9 i t  is  e a s ily  seen that
n ' ( ( i , a ) ‘ ) = (ir1 (1 ,a ) )” and 7 r '( ( i,a )+) = (w* (i ,a))+ . Since ZZAq-1 ,
2
Qs are stab le quivers (3.7, 3.3) x and n are defined on the fu l l  
vertex sets o f  ZAq and Qs re spec tiv e ly  which shows that ir' 1s a 
covering. F in a lly ,  the id en tity  ir'oxe = ir' induces the desired 
Isomorphism. n
■- 42 -
We now extend to a quiver A and construct a covering
tt:a -*■ Q such that irl^. = tt1 . This construction is  e s se n t ia lly  
1 q-1
due to Riedtmann and can be found in [R2].
Recall the permutation 5:1 -*■ I as defined in  2.10 and the maps 
X,X':I ■+ { l , . . . , q - l j  in  §2 (13). We extend the domain to the integers 
as fo llow s. For j  c Z  w rite  j  = i+ae where i e I , a e TL are 
uniquely determined and define 5:Z ->-2 , D -*■ { l, . . , q - l}  as follows
<5(j) = 5(i ) + ae
M J)  = M 1) , * '( j)  = X '( i)  .
Now fo r each j  e Z  define a vertex w. and arrows as shown:
J
t s✓ v✓ V
* »/ w ^
(2) («_1 (J)+1.X*(J)) «1-------- -J-----------(6_1 ( j) ,X - ( j) )
'  /
Let A be the d irected  graph with vertex sets Aq = {(1,a)|ieZ, 
a » 1 ,.. ,q - l} u iW j|j e 2} and having arrows as 1n ZA . together
w ith {(«■ 1( j)+ l,X , ( J ) )—  Wj , w ( « _1 ( J ) .X '( J )  | j  £2}  .
Let tuZ A ^  n Aq -►  Aq be as defined fo r  the quiver
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By 3.7 and (2) we see that (tx)+ = x" fo r a l l  x e 2Aq-1 n
so A is  a Riedtmann Quiver. Now define ir:A -*■ Q to be the map such
that ttL .  = it' and tt(w .) = W. .
q-1 J J
3.9 Theorem.
The map mA Q as defined above is  a covering o f Riedtmann Quivers. 
Proof.
Since ir L .  = it' is  a covering, i t  remains (see (2)) to show 
1 q-1
that Tr(x') = (irx)~ , Tr(x+) = (irx) + fo r  X e {W.,(o-1 ( j)  + l ,X' ( j ) )»
(5 ( j)» X '( j) ) | j  « 2} . By regarding the p ro jective mesh corresponding
to the A-R sequence in 2.14 i t  i s  easy to see that:
( i)  if(wj) = ("Wj)_ = Wj/ZWj
ir(Wj) = ("Wj)+ = RWj
( i i )  ir((6_1 (j).X* ( j) ) " )  = (W j/EW jf » (RWj)+
= " ( (« '1( j)+ l,A , ( j) )+) = igT gT , W.}




CHAPTER 4. Functions on the quiver A .
Throughout th is  chapter A, Q, tt are as in  3.9.
Let ft be an abelian group and le t  (a ,A) denote the space o f a l l 
maps f:A -*■ ft which we regard as an abelian group v iz  : (f+g)(x) =
= f(x )  + 9(x) , f,g  e (a ,ft) .
4.1 D e fin it io n .
Let F = (A,ft) be the set o f a l l  maps which fa c to r  through tt . 
That is ,  a l l  f  e (A,ft) such that f(x ) = f(y) whenever it(x) = ir(y) . 
For such an f  there ex ists a unique map f':Q  ft such that
Q
commutes. I t  a lso fo llows that f(x ex) = f(x ) where th is  makes sense. 
C lea rly  F is  a subgroup o f (A.ft) (F s (A,A)) and we shall frequently 
id e n t ify  F w ith the set o f maps f:Q ft which we denote by (Q,ft) .
Say f  € F is  add itive i f  fo r  a vertex x e Aq n ZA  ^ .j ,




and denote the space o f  a l l  such maps by F+ , noting that F+ s F . 
(Since A is  a covering fo r Q and, fo r a l l  U,V e Ind(B) , n^  v s 1
(1) does correspond to the usual d e f in it io n  o f a d d it iv ity  -[W] 101).
4.2 Lemna.
The subgroup F+ consists o f  a l l  f  e F which sa t is fy , fo r a l l  
i « Z , 1 s a s q-1 ,
(2) (a) f ( i , a )  = f( i,a - l)+ f(1 + l,a - l) - f( i+ l,o -2 ) - f(W 6(1))
i f  a = X '(6(1)) + 1
= f ( i , a - l )  + f ( i+1 , o - l) - f( i+ l,a -2 )  otherwise 
and fo r a l l  i e Z ,
(b) f ( i , q - l )  = f( i+ l,q -2 )- f( i+ l,q - l)+ f(W 5 ( i) )
i f  X’ (6(i )) = q-1
= f (i+1,q-2) - f( i+ 1 ,q - l) otherwise.
(We w i l l  make the convention that f(1 ,a) = 0 whenever 1 e Z  and 
a s 0 or a a q fo r  a l l  f  e  (A.À) . In p a rt icu la r  (b) is  case (a) 
wi th a  = q . )
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Proof.
Recall that fo r each i c Z  , 1 $ a s q-1 there is  a subquiver
which contains w5^  i f f  a  = V(<5(i)) . The re su lt  fo llow s.
□
4.3 D e fin it io n s .
Let F++ s F be the set o f a l l  maps sa t is fy in g  (2). C learly  
s P++ s F and any f  e F++ is  completely determined by the e-tuples
Sf  = ( f ( 0 , l ) ......... f ( e - l . l ) )
Mf  - (f(W0) ...........f (we- l^  *
For any j  e Z  define a map
(3) »C(J) ZZ
( i,a )  -  |C«'1( j)-a+ X '(j)+ l,« '1( j) ]  n i+e ZZ|
where [a,b] = { z e 2 | a s z ^ b }  .
For j '  = j  mod(e) i t  is  c le a r  that mc (j) = mc ( j ')  • In fact 
mc ( j)  1S the number o f ve rtices  ( l , a )  , such that l  e i+ eZ  ,




Given ^  = (aQ,.... ae-l ^ » ii. = (bo*.....be_]) € ^  • then ior
n e TL , define an »bn « % such that an * a^ • bn “ b  ^ for n a 1 mod(e) ,




f ( i , a )  = z a - I m m (1,a).b. , (1,a ) .
n=i n j  I c lJ )  J q-i
and
(5) f (Wj) = b. J £ Z .
Then f  e F++ and = £  , wf  = b
P roo f.
Since, fo r i '  = i mod(e) , mc ( j) ( 1»“ ) = mc ( j ) ( i '*“ ) 1t 1s c lea r 
that f  c F so we must show that f  s a t is f ie s  (2). Me s p l i t  the
proof in to  two parts, f i r s t  assuming b = 0 = (0....... ,0) and then
a = 0 .
Let b = £  whereupon i t  remains to prove that
f ( i , a )  = f( 1 ,a - l)  + f( i+ 1 ,a - l) - f( i+ l ,a-2)
















as required. We now assume a. = 0 .
(Notation: To avoid confusion w ith the permutation 6 , 
e .Ej  : 2  »Z -*• {0,1 > by:
e (1 ,j)  = 1 i f f  i = j
E j i i . j )  =1 i f f  i = j  mod(e) .)
I t remains to show that fo r any e  :
< 6 > -  ■
- e(a,X 1 (6(1) )+ l) .bfi^ j .
In fa c t we prove the stronger statement that fo r  each j  <■ I
(7) mc(j)(1,a) “ mc(j)(1’a-l)+fflc(j)(1+1,a-1)
■ mc(j)(1+l.a-2) + e(a,X'(j)+l).ej(a(1),j) .
define
, -2 )] .bj
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i+a-2
= n=i 9n + ai+a-l = •
as required. We now assume a. = 0^ .
(Notation: To avoid confusion with the permutation 6 , define 
e,£j : TL {0,1} by:
e (1 ,j)  ■  1 i f f  i = j
E j ( i , j )  =1 i f f  i 5 j  mod(e) .)
I t  remains to show that fo r any b e  IF :
(6) '  j e In'c ( j ) (1’a),b j  “
'  j i ICmc ( j ) ( i ’ a"1 )+mc(j)< i+1 -“ - 1 >-mc ( j ) (1+l *“ -2)^ bj  
- e(a,X'(«(1))+l).b4,^ .
In fa c t we prove the stronger statement that fo r  each j  e  I :
(7) mc(j)(1.«) “ mc(j)(1.°‘-l)+n,c(j)(1+l.0‘-1)
" mc ( j ) ( i+1- 2) + e i01 *x ' i J ) +1 )-Cj(<S(i ).J) •
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We d iv ide  the proof in to three cases.
(a) a s A1 ( j ) : In th is  case mc ^ .j( i,e )  = 0 fo r  a l l  e * g
and so (7) is  c le a r ly  s a t is f ie d .
(b) a = (J)+l : By part (a) i t  remains to show that 
mC( j ) ( i , X (J )+1) = el ( 6(1)*J) • Now>
mc ( j ) ( 1 . V ( j H )  = |C«"1( j)- (X '( j)+ l)+ X '( j)+ l,6 ‘ 1( j) ]  n i+eZ|
= | {6 1 (j )> n i+e 3 |
I
= e j( 6 ( i) , j )
as required.
(c) a > X1 (j)+ l : Let a = + X'(j)+1 , b = 5_1(j) .
Then:
mc ( j ) ( 1,a" 1) + mc ( j ) ( 1+l*0,_l) “ mc( j ) (1+1 »«-2)
+ e (a ,X '( j)+ l) .e j(3 (1 ) ,J )
= |Ca+1,b]ni+e Z| + |Ca+1 ,b]ni+l+e Z| - |[a+2,b]ni+l+e Z|
* |[a+l,b]ni+e Z| + |[a,b-l ]ni+e Z| - |Ca+l,b-l]n1+e2Z|
* |Ca+1,b]n1+e Z| + |{a} n 1+eZ|
= |Ca,b] n 1+eZ|
mc ( j )(U g)
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as required proving that f  e F++ .
F in a lly ,  (5) im plies wf  = b and since mc ( j ) ( i »1) * 0 fo r a l l  
j  £ I , i e Z  , (4) im plies that f ( i , l )  = ai and so s_f  = a .
4.5 Corol la r y .
Take any f 1 e F++ and le t  a = £ f l  . b = w_, . Then f 1 = f  
where f  is  defined as in 4.4.
□
Define a new map
(8) m. : i  + 2
J
(1 ,0.) -*• | Cj-o+1,j]  n i+e Z|
4.6 Lemma.
Let {a^  | 1 c TL) be a set o f elements o f such that a. = a. 
fo r 1 = j  mod(e) . Then fo r any (1,a) e  ZAq  ^ :
1+a-l
(9) z a = I m,(1,a).a. .
n=1 " j e l  J J
P roo f.










(1°) = ^ ^ . ( i . a - D . a .  + W l
by induction. Comparing (9) and (10) we need to show that m .(i,a) =
J
= n ij( i,a - l)  + E j(j,i+ a-1 ) which is  immediate from the d e fin it io n  (8). 
4.7 D e f in it io n .
Given F e (Q.À) , say F is  add itive  i f ,  fo r M e Indp(B) ,
F(M) + F(tM) = Z nr mF(E) = Z  F(E)
EeM" EeM”
by the remarks fo llow ing  (1).
4.8 Theorem.
Let F € (Q,ft) be add itive  and le t  M = gT^  a e Indp(B) . Then
F(M) = z {m j(i,a).F(gS j) - mc(j }( i ,« ).F(Wj)} .
P roo f.




F(M) = f( i ,a )  = E f(n ,l ) - Z m M . ( i , a ).f(w.)
n=i je l  3
by 4.4, 4.5
by 4.6
- 2 m ( i ,a) . f ( j , l )  - E m . ..  (i,a).f(w.)
j d  J j eI J
= E {m (1,a).F(gS.) 
je I 3 3
•c(j ) 0.»)F(Wj )}
as required.
□
We again note that the d is t in c t io n  between F and (Q.À) w i l l  
often be dropped and F , f  = Foit w il l  be id e n t if ie d .
As a co ro lla ry  we sha ll obtain a descrip tion  o f the composition 
factors fo r  the non-projective indecomposable modules. Let 2(B) be 
the free abelian group with generators corresponding to M e Ind(B) and 
define:
(11) S(B) = Zsp.{M-M'-M" | 0 -*■ M1 + H + H" + 0 is  a s .e .s.}
The fa c to r group 2(B)/S(B) : = Gg(B) is  the Grothendieck Group fo r  IB
J ' II•. I.¡I
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and fo r M e mod IB le t  [M] = M + S(E) e GQ(B) . One can
p.405) that Gn(B) = ZCV.] and [M] = z r.(M).CV.]
ie l  1 1el 1 1
r.j(M) is  the m u lt ip l ic ity  o f  as a composition factor
show ([CR] 
where
o f M .
4.9 C o ro lla ry .
Let M = gT. e Indp(IB) . ThenI $ 01 r
CM] = £ Cm.(i,o).CgS.] 
je I J 0
Proo f.
Let F e (Q,Gg(B)) be given by F(M) = CM] . By d e fin it io n  F 
is  add itive  and the re su lt  fo llow s by 4.8 ^
To f u l ly  determine CM] we need to know CgS^] , CWj] fo r each 
j  e I . Th is has been done by Peacock in  CP] but fo r the sake o f 
completeness we give a proof here.
R eca lling  the Brauer Tree r as defined in  Chapter 2 we fo llow  
Peacock's notation 1n [P] by defin ing  p:I I , p (1) = 6-1(i)+ l mod(e) . 
For any permutation y :I  + I , 1 e I le t  C y(i)□ = {ya (1)|a eZ} .
The fo llow ing  is  true.
4.10 P ropos it ion .
For a l l  1, j  « I :
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(a) = CgSj] i f f M i ) ]  = C6(j)]
(b) CiJgS.] = C ngS j] iff M i ) ]  = Cp (j )] .
P roo f.
Recall that each vertex o f the Brauer Tree can be labe lled  by 
some modular character P2i or P2i+1 , i e I . In fa c t, Green CGR2D 
shows that each vertex can be labe lled  in  turn, a t least once, in  a 'walk' 
around r
By §2 (12) we see that the edges and vertices can be labe lled




where j  = 6~^(i) , w ith the re su lting  id e n t if ic a t io n  o f  characters 
Indicated by the dotted lin e s .
Now there ex ists an isomorphism (CCR] 425) between G0(B) and the 
ring o f modular (Brauer) characters given by CM] X(M) where X(M) 
is  the modular character afforded by M e mod IB . Together w ith  (12)
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we deduce:
(13) [gS.] = [gs ] i e I
1 «_1( i)
(14) [ngS. ,]  = [figS , ] . i e I .
' 6 ' \ i )
Part (a) fo llows from (13) w h ils t  C«gS<5(i_1 = [ngS.] by (14) and,
since p“ 1(i ) = 6 ( i -1) , part (b) fo llow s.
□
We now have a one to one correspondence between (X1....... xe+ l}
and {[6(i ) ] , [ p ( i)] | i e 1} , corresponding to [6 ( i) ]  (Cp(i )])
Xj  = ^2i (P2i+1  ^ * We can now exPress 2.11 in  terms o f the 
permutation 6 .
4.11 Proposi t ion.
Let C = (c i j )  be the Cartan matrix fo r B . Then
(a) (1«) c i J  = 0 i f f  [«(i)] / C i( j)] and [p(i )D / [p(j)]
- 1 I f f  C6(i)] - C6(j)] and Pg1 f  X0+1
or [p(i)] = Cp(j)] and P2i+1 f  Xfi+1
- (q-1)/e i f f  [5(1)] = C i( j) ]  and P21 = Xfi+1
o r Cp ( i )3 = Cp(j)] and P21+1 = Xfi+1 .
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(b) c „  -  2 < ff p2) t  x,t , t  p
(q-l )/e * 1 I f f  P2) - X „ ,  o r P ju )  .  X,+) .
From the s .e .s . in  2.10(c) we obtain the equations:
(15) CW6(1)] = [gSj] + [ngS.] ;
(16) CW1+i □ = CgS1+1] + CflgS.] .
4.12 P ropos ition .
For a l l  i  « I define e  (Q.Z) by:
<*l(M) » dimk(W1 ,M) .
Then fo r a l l  i , j  e  1
(a) «i (gSj) = 0 i f f  C«(1)□ t  C6(j)]
- i i f f  c« ( i)]  - C5(j)] . p21 t  xe+1
- (q - l)/e  i f f  C6(1 )] - [6(j )] . P21 = Xe+1 .
!
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(b) «.(figSj) = 0 i f f  Cp(i)]  /  [ p ( j )]
= 1 [p(i)3  = Cp(j)3 , P2i+1 + Xe+1
= (q-1)/e i f f  CP( i )] = Cp(j)] , P2 .+1 = Xe+] .
P roo f.
We note that is  add it iv e , an-(Wj)  = and tha t, fo r 
M,N e mod B , CM] = CN] i f f  (M) = a^N) fo r a l l  i e I .
The re su lt  now fo llows from 4.11 and (15), (16).
□
From the above and 4.9, 4.11 we have now determined the composition 
factors fo r  each M e Indp(B) . Notice that 4.9 re lie s  on knowing 
■ C (J, e F which in  turn re lie s  on knowing A(j) , fo r  each j  e I .
We ca lcu la te  A(j) using 4.8 and the Brauer Tree. Since c^ . is  add itive, 
by 4.8:
a1<ngV  « « M ^ i+ l.q - l)
■ £ m ( 4 + l , q - l ) . a . ( g S t ) -  £ " L  m  ( t + 1  , q - l ) . a . ( W . )
tel jcl lJ/ 1 J
■  (q-1)/e £ a . (gS .)— £ m ,,.(4+1,q-1 ).C ..
t i l  1 1  j e I  1 J




= (q-1)/e z a.(gS ) - a . (ngS ) 
t e l 1  ^ 1 *
fo r  a l l  i,*. e I . Define exe matrices M1 = (mj^) , B = ( b „ )  by
mi . j  =mc ( i ) ( j+1*‘1-1)
bi j  = ( q - D / e ^ ^ ig S ^  - ^(ngS^) .
By (17) we have
B = C.M‘
and, by 4.11, 4.12, B and C are determined by the Brauer Tree. Since 
C is  non-singular (CCRl) we can solve fo r M1 . That is
(18) M* = C_1.B .
Furthermore,
Z m
U 1 1 ,j jeEImc(1 )(j+1*q-1>
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= Z IC6-1 (i ) - (q-1 ) + *, (1)+ l,a"l (1)] n j+l+e TL\
J«I
= ICô'1 (i ) + 2 - X ( i) ,6 _1( i)]|
= X(1)-l •
Therefore,
(19) £ m: . + 1 = X(1) .
j e l  1,J
As an example we look at the p r in c ip a l 11-block fo r the Mathieu 
Group M-|i . James (CJD) gives the Brauer Tree together w ith the 
exceptional vertex Xg+1 and the t r iv ia l  character  ^ as shown:
C/><aV)«->X6
The 11-defect group is  c y c l ic  o f order 11 and the in e r t ia l index 
e = 5 . We may associate the t r iv ia l  character with [6(0)1 where the
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permutation 5,p are:
<5 = (0)(1 2 3 4 )
P = (01)(2)(3)(4)
whence the exceptional vertex Xg is  associated with [p(3)] . A 
few ca lcu la tion s  give us the matrices B and C .
/ ' 1 2 2 2\
C =/ 2 1 0 0 °\7 7 8 8 8 f 1 2 1 1 1
8 8 7 8 8 0 1 2 1 1
8 8 8 6 8 0 1 1 3 1
\8 8 8 8 l\ l  0 1 1 1 2/
Substitu ting in  (18) we obtain the matrix
0 0 0 0 °\
1 1 2 2 2
2 2 1 2 2
1 1 1 0 1
2 2 2 2 1/
By (19) we see that
(0) - 1, A (l) - 9, X(2) - 10, A(3) = 5, A(4) - 10
so that
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fV0 '  T0 , l * fV l " Tl,q  ' fV2 = T2 ,10 ’ fV 3 " T3,5
and fV4 = T4 ,10 •
In the second h a lf  o f  the chapter we look a t maps which are not 
necessarily  add itive  and see i f  we can present them in  the same way as 
we did fo r f  e F in  4.8. I t  turns out that a very s im ila r resu lt
holds true fo r  these non-additive maps.
From now on le t  'K = TL .
Let Fun(B) (Fun*(B)) denote the category o f contravariant 
(covariant) k - lin e a r  functors F:mod B -*• mod k . To each M e mod IB we 
w i l l  associate an object ^  (^S) e  Fun(B) (Fun*(B)) , the existence 
o f such functors and fu rthe r d e ta ils  being found in  G ab rie l's  survey [Gal.
4.13 D e fin it io n s . ([Ga] § 1)
Let M c mod £  and le t  ( ,M) e  Fun(B) be defined by
( ,M)(N) = (N,M) .
Let R( ,M) e Fun(B) be such that
R( ,M)(N) = R(N,M)
as defined in  l l , ( l ) .  Now define
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SM = ( ,M)/R( ,M) e Fun(B) .
I t  fo llows from §1,(1) that, fo r M,N e Ind(B)
Sm(N) = k i f  M = N
0 otherwise.
Furthermore, fo r N e mod B , S^(N)  ^ 0 i f f  M| N and then dim^S^N)
is  the number o f times M occurs as a d ire c t sunmand o f N . For 
* n
M e mod B ,  M = U  M, , M. e Ind(B) : 
j=l J J
Sm = i  I« I« ® S|^ | •
nl n
In a s im ila r way we can define MS = (M, )/R(M, ) e Fun*(B) .
For each M e Ind(B) define « F by
ym (N) = dimkSM(N) = dimk MS(N) .
Let A(M) : 0-►  x M -*■ E(M) + M 0 and A(x-1M):0 -►  M E(x-1M) 
x’ M^ ■+■ 0 be the A-R sequences stopping and sta rting  a t M . Note 
also that fo r M e mod(B) , ( ,M) and (M, ) are p ro jective  objects
in  Fun(B) and Fun*(B) respective ly . The fo llow ing  is  due to Ausländer 
and Reiten.
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4.14 Theorem. ([Ga] §1)
For each M e Indp(B) :
(a) SM admits the m.p.p.
0 -  ( ,tM) -v ( ,E(M)) -  ( , H ) - S m + 0 
in  Fun(B) ;
(b) |yjS admits the m.p.p.
0 -  ( t ' V  ) -  (E(t_1M), ) -  (M, ) -  m5 -  0 
in  Fun*(B) .
For each p ro jec tive  module P e Ind(IB) :
(c) Sp admits the m.p.p.
0 -  ( ,RP) -  ( ,P) -  Sp -  0 
in  Fun(B) ;
(d) pS admits the m.p.p.
0 -  (P/ZP, ) -  (P, ) + pS -  0 
In Fun*(B) .
4.15 D e fin it io n .




where M e mod IB . We can extend this definition by Z-linearity and
consider
“x(y)
B x ( y )
where y = E avY 
Y T
z = Z b7 Z
Zelnd(B) *
: 2Z(B) -  TL
= E avaY(Y)
YeInd(B) T A
= I a Bx (Y)
YeInd(B) T A
eZ(IB) . By Z - lin e a r ity  again, fo r 
eZZJB) , define
az : Z0B) -*-2
( 2 0 )
“z(y) = |bzaz(y) = z EaYbzoz(Y) .
Define @z s im ila r ly .
For M « Ind(B) , define BM e. 2(B) by:
AM = M + tM - E(M) M « Indp(B)
= M - RM M pro jective
BM = M + t _1M - E(x_1(M) M e Indp(B)
M - M/ZM M pro jective .
The fo llow ing  is  a d ire c t  consequence o f 4.14.
4.16 Proposition. (CBP1)
Let M,X « Ind(B) . Then:
(a) W  = W  = V X>
(b) ia x IX € Ind(B)}, (BX|X £ Ind(IB)} are both ZZ-bases fo r F 
((b) is  fa lse  i f  B is  o f in f in it e  representation type.)
P roo f.
(a) Let M £ Indp(B) , X £ Ind(B) . Then:
ax (AM) - o>x(M) + «x (tM) + ax (E(M))
= dimk(X,M) + dimk(X,TM) + dimk(X,E(M))
= dimRSM(X) by 4.14 (a)
= ym (X) •
A s im ila r  proof, using 4.14(b), fo r M p ro jective  shows that 
ax(AM) = ym (X) . Again, s im ila r  methods and 4 .14(c),(d) show that
ex (BM} = V x) •
(b) By part (a), fo r  M £ Indp(B) :
TM = eM + 0xM '  SE(M) " BM + BtM '  n m^- 8N
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w h ils t fo r  M projective
ym = 6M - brm •
In p a rt icu la r  we see that:
ZsptBx |X e Ind(IB)} 2ZZsp{yx |X e Ind(B)} ,
the la t te r  being the standard dual basis fo r F , and so 
2Zsp{Bx |X e Ind(B)} = F as required. A s im ila r argument works fo r  the 
°x case. Part (a) shows that each spanning set is  l in e a r ly  independent 
and the proof is  complete.
Reca lling  (20) we deduce that any f  e F can be w ritten as 
°y or Bz fo r unitlue elements y ,z  e 2(B) . Let
the second equa lity  holding since = BtM fo r  a l l  M e  Indp(B) . 
In add ition  le t
a(P) =Zsp{op|P e Ind(B) , P projective)
B(P) =Zsp(Bp|P e Ind(B) , P p ro jective) .
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4.17 Proposi t i o n .
(a) a(P) = e(P) = f+
(b) F++ ,= “ ^ ® i 5®z % s .  3 e(P)®  . ^ g s .
(c) Z(B) = I® ZA = £® ZBy
Xelnd(B) A Xelnd(B) x
(d) A (B) = S(B) as defined in  (11) and in  p a rt icu la r,
ZflB)/A(B) = Gq (B) .
Part (d) says that any s .e .s .  is  a ' l in e a r  combination' o f A-R
sequences. This has been proved in  a more general context by M. Butler 
in  [Bu2].
P roo f.
(a) Since, fo r each i e I , (W^ ) and ( ,W1) are exact
functors 1t fo llow s that a(P) , s(P) * F+ . Suppose a(lP) < F+ so 
there ex ists  f  - ay e F+ such that y = r ayY and aM / 0 fo r some
M e Indp(B) . Since f  1s add it ive ,
0 " f ( V  * “ y“ Y (V  3 aM 4.16(a), 
a con trad iction . The p roof fo r  b (1P) = F+ is  s im ila r.
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(b) By part (a) a(P) = F+ *s F++ so we must show that for 
X c Indp(B) , a y  e  F I f f  X * ngS^  , i £ I . Assume
* = = an<^ fx = “xoir * ^  follows from 4.16(a)
that fo r a l l  i  £ I , a = l , . . ,q - 2  :
f x ( i,a )  + f x (x(1,o)) = z f..(x)
X£(i,a)"
which is  the same as saying:
f X( i.« )  + f x d+ l.« )  = f x ( i,a+ l) + f x ( i+ l,a - l)
+ e (a ,X '( i(1 ))  + l ) . f x(W5(1)) .
But th is  is  ju s t cond ition  (2) in  4.2 so f x £ F++ . By the id e n t if ic a t io n  
aX s X^ ’ aX e +^+ as recl,J1 red.
For X } ngSi suppose X = gTj>a , some j c I , a > 1....... q-2 .
I t fo llow s from 4.16(a) that:
M J . a )  + f y ( T ( j , a ) )  = Z f v (x ) + 1
X X£(J.«) X
which implies that f x / F++ .
(c) Let K * z® ZAy . By 4.16(a) the Av 's are lin e a r ly  
X£lnd(B) x x
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independent and so rank( 2Z(B)) = rank(K) = q.e implying that
Z(B)/K is  f in it e .  Suppose there ex is ts  y e Z(B)\K . Then there
ex ists  0 /  n tW  such that n.y e K implying that n.y = t  avAv ,
Y Y Y
ay « 2  . For M e Ind(B) ,
= “M*"*) = aM y^ W  = aM
which im plies that n ^  fo r  a l l  M £ Ind(B) . Therefore:
y = r(n_1av)Av e K 
Y Y Y
which is  a con trad iction .
S im ila r ly  Z(B) = r®ZBv .
X x
(d) F ir s t  notice that A(B) s S(B) since e  S(B) fo r a l l  
M £ Indp(B) . Since Gq (B) -  J l  ZCV^ , rank(GQ(B)) - e and so:
rank(S(B)) = rank(Z(B)) - rank(GQ(B))
= q.e - e 
- rank(A(B)) .
Therefore S(B)/A(B) is  f in i t e  and a s im ila r argument to that in 
part (c) completes the proof.
□
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Let FS - {f e F l f (Wj)  = 0 » j  e I) which we sha ll id en tify
with (Qs >2) . For each j ,e  e Z  define m. e (Q ,2) by
J f P O
mj  ,3 :9Ti >a |Cj+0-a,j] n i+eZ| .
Notice that
(21) m,
c (j ) = m
2Aq- l «-1 (J) .X '( j)+ l
oir by (3) ;
(22) m.
ZAq-1
" j . l 0* by (8)*
4.18 Theorem.
'V/





For X as a
S ie l
S i d
n6 '1( i) ,X , ( i)+ l> mj,e+1
 ^ -1 ) " i  .  .
«  ( 1 ) . X ’ ( i ) + l
 bove, define gx ,hx e F by
9X “ “ X + mj ,8+1(23)
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Let FS " <f  e F l f (Wj )  = 0 , j  e 1} which we sh a ll id e n t ify  
w ith (QS>Z) . For each j ,e  e Z define g e (QS>Z) by
n'j»0:9Ti,a  n 1+«| •
Notice that
( 21 ) c ( j) ZA = m -1‘q_! 6 (J),X* ( j )+ l on  by (3) ;




i j j 0" by (8).
4.18 Theorem.
Let X = gTj  ^ e Indp(B) . Then:
(a)
(b)
0. " 1 {“ y (9^ -1 mi 1 ” °*y(^4)• ai •. } -m. ;
iel  X 1 l J  X 1 « ^ ( i J . j - O H  J-e+1
®xlo -  ^ ^6y(9Sj).m. I - 6Y(W.).m . } - m. . .
XIQS lei x 1 i*1 X 1 a-1 (1).X• (1 )+l
Proof.
For X as above, define gx »hx e F by
(23) 9X = “ X + mj , B+l
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(24)
hX = ß X + m j-l,ß+1 •
We wish to show that gx>hx e F++ and by 4.17(b) it is enough 
to show that
9x(ay) = V V  = 0
for all Y « g T ^ a , 1 « I , a « l,...,q-2. For such X,Y 
ax(AY^  = ex^BY^  = ei(i»J )• e(ot,ß) and so we must prove:
(25)
mj,8+ l(/V  = mJ - l tß+l ( BY) - - « jd . J i . c fa . a )  .
N0W mj ,8+1
■ mj,e+l(9Ti,a+l
(a y } = mj,e+i(AgTi J  
} ' mj,e+i(9Ti+i,a-i)
■ mJ ,8 +l (9T1 , a ) + ™j>6+l(9 Ti +l , . )
. Setting a = a- 8 :
mj,8+ l g^Ti,a^ = lcj* a+1»J] n i+ e2| ;
mj.8 + l(9T1+l.a> = KJ-a+ l n 1+1+e 2Z|
" |C j-a ,j-1 ] n 1+e Z| ;
mj.8 + l(gTi,a + l) = " 1+e Z| ;
mj,8 + l(gTi+ l , a - l ) = U J-a+ 2,j] n 1+l+eZ|
|[j-a+l,j-l] n 1+e Z| .
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Comparing th is  w ith 4.4 we have an almost id en tica l s itu a tio n  to (7). 
The proof is  s im ila r , taking case by case ca lcu la tio n s  with a < 0 , 
a = 0 , a > 0 . Therefore gx e F++ . Now,
mj - l , 6 + l ( B Y ) "  mj - l , B + l ( A T - l y
= - C j ( i- l , j - l) . e ( a ,6 )  = - e j( i, j ) .e ( a ,B )
(25) and so hx e F++ . Since
which completes the proof o f
M “i> ■ • f l i ' V i ’V  - “x<“i> : 
9X(9S,) ■ «X<SV  * mJ t W (9S,) - «X(9S,)
fo r  a l l  i c i ,  by 4.8 :
9X^ 9 i^,ct  ^ =  ^ i (9^ 4 a )”°x(^i.) *nl l •••1 . «  u i  * t . l  1 , a  X i  a - l ( t ) fX. (A)+1
. . . ( 9 Ti fa )>
and so
“ X “  9X -  mj , B + l
*  £ i a x ( g S J . m .  .  
i d  x  1 1 , 1
c(y ( W.. ) • ni
« • ’ ( D . x ' d J + l } -  mj  ,6+1
w h i c h  p r o v e s  p a r t  ( a ) .
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S im ila r ly , hx (W.) = BX(W.) , hx (gS.) = Bx (gS.) and part (b) 
is  proven.
□
We return b r ie f ly  to the category Fun(B) . F ir s t  consider the 
la rg e r category Fun(kG) o f a l l  contravariant functors
F : mod kG -*■ mod k .
For F c Fun(kG) define F  ^ £ Fun(kH) by:
Fh(U) = F(UG) , U £ mod kH .
Let e £ kH be the centra l p rim itive  idempotent corresponding to the 
block B and, fo r £ e Fun(kH) , define Pe e Fun(kH) by
fre (U) = F(eU) .
I t  fo llow s that fo r F e Fun(kG) , F® e Fun(B) . The fo llow ing  is  due 
to J.A . Green.
4.19 Lemma.
Let F =■ c Fun(B) , M € Indp(B) . Then F j - .
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Proo f.
We have to show that fo r  U e Ind(kH) , F®(U) = 0  i f  U 2 fM
and F®(U) = k otherwise. I f  U { mod B F®(U) = 0 so assume U e mod B 
I f  U is  p ro jec tive , so is  UG and i f  F®(U) = (SM)H(eU) = SM(UG) t  0 
then M|U by 4.13 which im plies M is  p ro je c tive  con trad ic ting  the 
fa c t tha t M e Indp(B) . I f  U is  not p ro je c t ive  F^(U)  ^ o i f f  
M|U . Now U = gU © Q with Q p ro jec tive  so F^(U) t  0 i f f
M = gl) i f f  fM = U (see 2.2) as required.
□
We use th is  lemma to prove the fo llow ing .
4.20 P rop o s it io n .
Let U,V e Indp(B) be such that ax (U) = <*X(V) fo r  
X e {W.,gS.,ngS.|i e 1} = S . Then U * V .
P roo f.
Suppose U = gT1 o , V = gTj 0 . Then i t  is  enough to show that
a * e and € j(1 ,j)  = 1 . Consider U-V e 2 (B ) and le t
(26) U-V £ avAv , av e  TL ,
Yelnd(B) T Y T
which is  poss ib le  by 4.17(c). From the hypothesis, ax (U-V) = 0 fo r 
a l l  X e S and applying such to both s ides o f (26) :
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0 = ax(U-V) £ a 
Yelnd(B) YaX
(Ay) —
by 4.16(a) and therefore
(27) U - V = z avAv
YeInd(B)\S Y Y
We now wish to re s t r ic t  both sides o f (27) to H and m u ltip ly  by e , 
where e is  the block idempotent corresponding to B . Since 
f(gT- ) = T. by 2.2(a) i t  fo llow s that (gT. )|„ = T. 8 P
where P is  p ro jective  and so
(28) (U-V) I = T H 'i, Z a.T, . T i  l  te l
e 2
Now re ca ll that fo r Y e Indp(B) the exact sequence
0 -  ( ,n2Y) -  ( ,E (Y)) -  ( ,Y) -  SY -  0
is  a m.p.p. fo r  Sy (4.14(a)) and by 4.19 that (Sy)® » Sfy as 
functors. Therefore
(29) 0 -  ( ,n2fY) -  ( ,E(fY)) -  ( ,fY ) Sfy -  0
(30) 0 -  ( ,n2Y)5 ( ,E( Y ))J  -  ( » Y )^  ■*■ SfY -►  0
are both p ro jective  presentations o f S^ y , (29) being a m.p.p. By
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Frobenius Recip roc ity  (CCR] 232) and Schanuel's Lemma, (30) is  
isomorphic to
(31) 0 -  ( ,SJ2fY © Q1) -*■ ( ,E(fY ) 9 Q1 © Q2)
-  ( .fY  ® Q2) -  Sfy  + 0 .
In p a rt icu la r , e .(fi2YH) = fi2fY 9 Q] , e .(E (Y)H) « E(fY ) 9 Q, 9 
and e.Y^ = fY 9 and therefore:
(32) e(Ay)H = Afy .
Regarding (27) in  the l ig h t  o f (28) and (32) -
(33)
r i ’ “ " TJ ’ e + YeInd(B)\SaYAfY
Recall that fo r  a (q .e )-un ise r ia l block B , the p ro je c t iv e  module 
T*,q only occurs in  the A-R sequence (TA>q. i )  where Tt q_i “ n S ^  
Since no such sequence occurs 1n the right-hand side o f (33) i t  fo llow s 
that at  * 0 fo r  a l l  t e l  and
(34) £
YeInd(B)\SaYAfY
Applying Oj to both sides we see that
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aT (Ti g ) = aYaT = ^
‘ i. 1,0 J,B  YeInd(B)\S Y 1 i. tY
This i s  true fo r  a l l  l  e I and so CT. 3 = CT. Q] , thereforei ,a J . p
a = 8 . S im ila r ly , ac (T. -T, .) = 0 (since gS. e S ) fo r a l l
1,® J ,P  *
t e l  implying that z(T. ) = r(T . ) . That i s ,  i+a-1 = j+B-1 mod(e) .
i ,a j , p
But a = 6 and so i = j mod(e) , that is  eT( i , j )  = 1 as required.
1 □
We conclude th is  chapter with a description o f the irre du c ib le  maps 
in mod B . The p ro jective  irredu c ib le  maps are the in c lu s ion/quotien t 
maps RP P ■+■ P/lP as given in  1.9 where P e  Ind(B) is  p ro jective . 
Now l e t
Y ( i,a )  : gT .>a -  9Tim1ta+}
*(1,a) : gT .ia -  gTi t a _i
be ir re d u c ib le  maps w ith domain gT. . They are unique up to sca la r1
2m u lt ip lic a t io n  modulo R (gT^a , ) since
(« j* q-1) 
(® * 1)
I r r(9Ti , « - 9 T i . i , a+i)  = I r r (9Ti,a -9 Ti , a- l )  = k
by 2.7.
Notation (See CP])
For M,N « mod B denote by NoM any extension o f N by M so there
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ex ists  a s .e .s .
0 M NoM -*■ N -*■ 0 .
We note that T. = S.oT. . , = T. ioS ., , where the extensions1,a l l+ l,a - l l , a - l  1+a-l
concerned are non -sp lit.
The fo llow ing  two re su lts , both due to Peacock, w il l  be needed. We 
w i l l  make use o f the obvious homological a lgebra ic fa c t that
Extg(U.V) = (flU.V) fo r  U,Y€ mod B .
4.21 Lemma CP] p .241.
Let T. oT. . be an extension given by 0 e (flT. ^,T. ) and
1 , a  J , p  — I » a  J » p
le t  r(e) denote the length o f Im(e) . Then 0_  ^ 0 im plies tha t 
r(e) > 6-a and then there ex is ts  a n on -sp lit extension
Ti,ot+r(e) ® Tj ,B - r ( e ) ’ Q
4.22 Lemma CP] 3.9
Let M,N e Indp(B) and suppose NoM = L e Indp(B) . Then there 
ex is ts  a n on -sp lit extension fNofM  such that f(NoM) 9 P = fNofM  where 
P is  a (possib ly  zero) p ro jective  module. q
4.23 Lemma.
(a) The irre du c ib le  map ' t ( i . a )  is  e ith e r
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(1) V 1’ “ ) :: gT. -*■ gS. ,ogT. l ,a 3 l-l 3 l ,a
or  (ii) * 2 d . « )  :: gT. gT. /PgS. . 3 1 ,a 3 l ,a' 3 l-l
(b) T h e irreducible ma p  4>(i,a) is eith er
(1) 4>1 (i ,a) :1 g T i,a -  gTi ,a^g S i+a-l
o r  (ii) * 2 (i,a) :
9 T i,a -  ngSi+a - 2 o g Ti,a *
Proof.
Recall th a t an irre du c ib le  map is  e ith e r a monomorphism or an 
epimorphism.
(a) ( i)  Suppose v (i ,a )  is  a monomorphism and le t  y ,( i,a ):g T . •* XogT.I 1 »Q 1 j Ct
be ir re d u c ib le  fo r some X e  Indp (B) . Since XogT. is  non -sp lit and 
f ( XogTi,a )  “ T1-l,a+ l “ Si - l oTi,a  We Can ^ P 1^  4 -22- That is  X “ 9Si_ l • 
( i i )  Suppose f ( i , a )  is  an epimorphism and le t  f , ( i  ,a):gT. gT. /YC. 1 >CX 1 jCl
be ir re d u c ib le , Y e Indp(B) . Then gT^  a = gT^_1 a+1o Y and 4.22 again:
where P e mod B 1s p ro jective . Let fY ■ T. „ and le t  T. . ^.oT. „J  »P l " l  |®+ I J •P
be given by • By 4.21 T1># .  P i  T , . , ^ ,  I
Tj e. r (9) which forces j  = 1 , B-r(e) = a and a+l+r(e) = q . Therefore
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r(6) = q-a-1 and e = q-1 . I t  fo llow s that fY = T. . = nS. ,
"I »9“ • 1-1
and so Y = «gSi _1 .
Parts (b ) ( i) , ( i i ) are proved s im ila r ly .
□
4.24 Theorem.
(a) ¥ ( i,a )  is  a monomorphism i f f  a < x ' (6(1-1)) .
(b) * ( i,a )  is  an epimorphism i f f  a s x '( i+ a - l)  .
P roo f.
We turn to the Grothendieck Group and consider the composition 
factors o f each module as fo llow s:
(a) By the previous lemma,
(35) [Range ^ (1 ,« )]  - [gTi>a] = CgS1_l D
and [Range Y2(1.a)] - [gT  ^ a] = - [QgS^^]
= [gS1_ i] - CW6( i _1 by (15).
However, re ca llin g  4.8




Comparing (35) and (36) we see that:
(37) ^i-l.c+l3 = CRan9e '»'i (1 .a)]“ [9Si-i°9Ti>0l} ^  mc(j)(1 ,a)
= mc ( j ) ( i “ l »a+ )^ 0^r j  6 I
(38) and CgTi _1 ^  1 -  [Range *2(1,«)] = [g^ a/OgSi _1 ] i f
mC( j ) ( 1 ,a) = mc (j)^1_1,a+1  ^ fo r  a l l  j  e I\6 ( i-1 ) and
mc ( j )(1.a) + 1 “ mc ( j ) ( i " l  ,a+l ) fo r  J = •
Setting a = 1-a + X * (6 ( i- l)) :
mc (6 (1 - l) ) ( i *“ ) = n 1+e 2|
and mc (6 ( i- l ) ) ( i-1  ,a+1) = l Ca»'i]  n i+ e Z l •
I t  fo llow s that mc (6( i_ i ) ) 0 . “ ) = mc ( 6 ( i- i) ) ( i_1 *a+1) 1 f f  3 * 1 
That is  a < X*(6(1-l)) as required.
(b) As in  part (a ), comparing ^ ( i . a )  w ith *2( i,a )  :
(39) [Range *2(1,o)D - [ g T ^ ]  =
» [ W1+a. i ]  -  [ g S ^ . , ]  by (16) 
and [Range *-|(i,a)] - [gT  ^ oD ■  - [gS1+a_.j] .
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Reca lling  4.8,
(40) E g l . ^ ]  - [gT .>a]
= - [9Si+a - l] + ^ I {mc ( j ) ( i »“ )-nic ( j ) ( i *“ - 1) }-CWj ] •
Comparing (39) w ith (40) :
(41) CgTi , a - i ] = CRange V 1*“ )3 - ^ . c ^ W i 3 i f
mc ( j ) ( 1‘a > mn,c ( j ) ( 1*°-1) fo r  a l l  j  s I and
(42)
Setting
CgTi , a - l ] = CRan9e V 1*01)-1 = CngSi+a-20gTi ,a ] 
mc ( j ) ( i ,a ) = mc(j)^ i , a " 1) fo r  a11 j  * i+“ “ 1
mc ( i+ a - l)^ ,a  ^ = mc( i+ a - l) ( i , a " 1> + 1 ’ 
a * 5*1(i+a-1) - a + X' (i+o-1) + 1 :
i f
and
mc ( i + a _ l ) 0 » a ) “  | C a , 6 _ l ( 1 + a - l ) ]  n i + e  Z |
and mc (i+a-1) ^ ,a“ 1  ^ “ K a+1 »5_1 (1+<x-l )1 n 1+eZ|.
However a = fi” 3(i+a-1) - a + (i+a-1) - 6~3(1+a-l) +1 by 2.12 
= i .
Therefore i t  fo llow s that:
mc ( i + a - 1 ) ( 1 *o) " mc ( 1 + a - l ) ( 1 , a ' l )  1 f f  a > « _1(1+o- l )  .
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That is  a < X'(i-t-a-l) +1 or a s X '( i+ a - l)  as required.
The re su lt can be b e tte r appreciated by the fo llow ing diagram. In 
p a rt icu la r  i t  is  seen that an irre du c ib le  map is  monomorphic/epimorphic 
depending on it s  pos ition  in  Q re la t iv e  to a ce rta in  p ro jective  mesh.
f
l
CHAPTER 5 . Some Period ic SL(2,pn)-modules.
As before, le t  k be an a lg eb ra ica lly  closed f ie ld  o f 
ch a ra c te r is t ic  p , 6 a f in it e  group. The c la s s if ic a t io n  o f kG-
modules seems an a l l  but hopeless task. In 1954 ([H i]) Higman showed 
that kG is  representation f in it e  i f f  P e Sy lp(G) is  c y c l ic ,  but fo r 
the non -cyc lic  case there seemed to be l i t t l e  one could say. Recently, 
however, two too ls have been made ava ilab le  which may be o f some value.
The f i r s t  is  Auslander-Reiten theory, in p a rt icu la r  the A-R quiver. The 
second is  the notion o f complexity introduced by A lperin  in 1975 ([A l]) 
which we describe now.
To each M e mod kG we assign an integer 0 s  Cq (M) s  r , where r 
is  the p-rank o f G , (r is  the number o f generators o f the la rges t element­
ary abe lian  p-subgroups o f G) as fo llow s. Let
pi "■  p0 "■  M -  0
be a minimal p ro jective  reso lution fo r  M and define:
Cq (M) = minis e IN |3 u e ]R : dimkPn s y .ns_1 Vn e IN)
C lea rly  Cg(M) = 0 i f f  M is  p ro jective  so, in a crude sense, the 
complexity o f a module measures how much a module deviates from being 
p ro jective . The fo llow ing  is  quite easy to prove.
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5.1 P ropos it ion . ([A l] 779)
Let H s G , L e  mod kH , M e mod kG be such that L|MU and
r H 
M|L . Then CQ(M) = CH(L) .
□
5.2 C o ro lla ry .
Let H s G be such that mod kH and mod kG are stab ly  equivalent.
Then
Cg (M) = CH(fM) 
fo r  a l l  M e  Indp(kG) .
□
We can fu rther c la s s ify  M e Ind (kG) by means o f the A-R quiver. 
That is ,  fo r  M above, we consider the connected component q(M) s Q(kG) 
contain ing M . The fo llow ing theorem by Webb re la tes th is  idea with 
that o f complexity.
5.3 Theorem. ([W] p.99)
Let M e Indp(kG) , q(M) s Q(kG) be as above and le t  
N e q(M) n Indp(kG) . Then CQ(H) = CQ(N) .
We can see then that the A-R quiver re fin es  the c la s s if ic a t io n
afforded by complexity.
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5.4 Example. ([BP] 20)
Take G = C2 * C2 , p = 2 . Then
Q(kG) = q(k_) U 0 0.
b XdP(k) A
where the second term is  parametrised by the p ro jective  lin e  P(k) 
The component q(kg) contains modules o f complexity two w h ils t each 
qx contains modules o f complexity one. A covering fo r  Q(kG)s is
4 = TL A" 0 U ZZA
"  XdP(k) “
where A is  the in f in it e  tree
00
and A" is  the 'doubly* in f in it e  tree
5.5 D e fin it io n .
A kG-module M is  sa id to be period ic i f  i t  is  not p ro jective  
and there ex ists  a e IN such that naM = M .
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The fo llow ing  is  due to Carlson.
5.6 Theorem. (CCD)
I f  M e Ind(kG) is  period ic then p |dimkM where r is  the 
p-rank o f G . Furthermore, M is  period ic i f f  Cg(M) = 1 . ^
From now on le t  G = SL(2,pn) . In th e re s to f  th is  chapter we want 
to look at some o f the period ic kG-modules and, fo r such modules, 
construct the connected components contain ing them. We sha ll assume n 2 2 .
Recall that G = SL(2,pn) is  the set o f a l l  2x2 matrices o f 
determinant one over the Galois F ie ld  GF(pn) - we sh a ll assume that k 
contains GF(pn) . F ix  P e Sylp(G) to be the subgroup
i(J ?) I a « GF(pn)}
so P is  elementary abelian and the p-rank o f G is  n . Let 
B = Ng(P) = P.T where
T = {(* ?,) | t € GF(pn M  2r c .
0 t 1 p -1
Since Sylp(G) is  a T .I . set we can apply the Green Correspondence to 
get an equivalence
( 1) f  : mod kG ♦  mod kB .
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As a po int o f notation we w i l l  w rite
z(a) = (J *) £ P
For b e n define
★
z ( a ) ._t -*■ t*5
and le t  be the corresponding irredu c ib le  kB-module. A lso, set 
Uh = P(S.) . Then {S. | b e 2Z } , {U.|b e7L } are fu l l  sets o f
0 0  D p - l  D pn- l
sim ple, p ro jective  indecomposable kB-modules.
Let M c mod kB , b s Z  n_.| and le t  , . . . .  ,mt > be a k-basis
fo r M . We form the tensor product M 8 which has k-basis 
{m. 9 | 1 > l , . . . , t )  , where 0 t  sb e . For each m e M we
sh a ll w rite  the corresponding element m 0 s^  e M 0 Sb as m 0 b . We 
l i s t  a few properties which we sha ll need la te r .
5.7 P ropos it ion .
P
b e ZLet M e mod kB
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(a) Mp = (M 0 Sb)p ;
(b) P(M 0 Sb) = P(M) 0 Sb and in  p a rt icu la r  Ua 0 Sb = Ua+b since
Sa 0 Sb = Sa+b •
(c) nM 0 Sb = n(M 0 Sb) ;
(d) Each 0:M -*• N induces a map
9 0 l b : M 0 Sb -  N 0 Sb 
m 0 b ->■ m 0 b
sa t is fy in g
Ker(e) 0 = Ker(e 0 l b )
Im(e) 0 Sb = lm(0 9 1 b) . a
We now look at the kG-modules. Le t V e mod kG be given by




d> -  <cp '
bP,,
/ ’ •
Define V( l) to be the kG-module given by «poip^ . Notice that
V<"> = V since ipn = 1Q •
Let R = k[X,Y] be the polynomial ring in  two variab les and define 
a G-action on R by
(* 0 f (X' Y) " f (aX + c Y » b x  +  dY) •
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We now describe the irre du c ib le  kG-modules. For u 2 0 le t  V(y) 
denote the (y+1)-dimensional subspace consisting  o f a l l  homogenous 
polynomials f  e R o f degree u . I f ,  fo r each 0 s i s y , we set
( 2 ) _ y1 Vw-1Ui (vi) = X' Y
then c le a r ly  {U.(y)  | i = 0 ,  ,y} is  a basis fo r V(y)  . Furthermore
([Br] §30), fo r 0 s y s p-1 , V(y)  is  ir re du c ib le . We sha ll be 
in terested in  the re s tr ic t io n  o f such modules to the subgroup B ; hence 
we describe the B-action.
(3) t  o U . ( y )  = (tX)1( t ’ l X),J-1 
- t 2i_u U^y)
(4) z(a) 0 U . ( y )  = x’ (aX + Y) u-1
y - l
= X1 z )aJX^ Yp - i '^
j=0 J
* c" i W »1
Now the rest o f the irre du c ib le  kG-modules can be described as 






- the (unique) p-adic decomposition. With (5) in mind we define:
(6) L(X) = V  V(X )( j)  .
j=0 J
As long ago as 1941 Brauer ([Br] §30) showed that 
(L(X) | X = 0 , . . . , p n-l} is  a fu l l  set o f ir re d u c ib le  kG-modules which 




(7) dim.L(x) = n (x.+l) .
K j=0 J
Notation .
For each 0 s x s pn- l define
(a) I ( x )  = i i  = ( i Q....... i n_ !) I 0 * i m s xm} ;
(b) x: = (X g ,....tX n_^)«I(x) ;
(c) h: I ( x )  { 0 , . . . , x }
n_1 ji  ■* £ i jPj  .
“  j=0 J
For each 1_ e I (X) define:
(8) MX) = u1 ( x Q ) ( 0 ) a .............a u1 (X t )(n_15 £ L(X) .
I  ’0 u n-1 n 1
and {U^(X)|^i I (X)> forms a k-basis fo r L (X) .
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We equip 1(A) with a p a rt ia l ordering - say i_ s j i f f
*0 5 ^0.........’ ^n-l s ^n-1 ' C lea rly  0(xj are minimal (maximal)
elements o f 1(A) with respect to th is  ordering. F in a lly  we note that
h(_A) = x .
We now look at the B-action fo r L(A) . For each 0 s x s pn- l , 
1  * 1(A)
(9) t  o U .(X) = toU. (Xo)(0)8.......a t o U. (X )




• t(21"-,'V ')P u,
by (3) = t 2h{i ) _ x . u . ( x )  .
( 10) z(a)oU.(x) = z(a)oU. (xn)(0)B....8 z(a) U. (xn ,)(n-1) 
— 0 u V l  n_l
n-1 Xm ’m x -1 j pm , .
= 8 r ( m m)a 01 U. . ( x j (m)
m=0 j  =0 j m+Jm mm “'m
by (4)
Os^sx-1





n-l x -1 




For each 0 s X < pn- l , L(x)„ is  indecomposable. Furthermore
L(Pn- D B = U0 •
Proo f.
We d iv ide the proof into two cases.
Case 1. 0 s x < pn- l .
Here x_ = (XQ........xn-1^  where not a11 the x-j's are equal to p-1
By (7) dimkL(x) < pn . Since the p ro jective  indecomposable kB-modules 
have dimension pn we deduce that fL(x) = L(x)B and so the re su lt  
fo llow s by the Green Correspondence 2.2(a).
Case 2 . x = pn- l .
Now pn- l  = (p-1 .........p-1) so dimkL(pn- l )  = pn by (7) again.
Since L(pn-1)([5]) is  projective i t  follows that L(pn-1 )B is  and so 
L (pn—1 )d = U fo r  some 0 s a s pn-2 . By e a r l ie r  remarks we know 
that
L(Ua) 3f Hd(Ua) s  Sa
so i t  is  s u f f ic ie n t  to show that s(L(pn- l )) = Sg . Consider 
U _ (Pn-1) c L(pn-1) . By (9)
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(11) t o U  (pn- l)  = t 2h< P^ i)-Pn- 1U (Dn- l)  
P -1 p - l
= t pn_1u n (p "- l)
¿111
= t ° U n (p "- l)
and by (10)
(12) z(a)0U (pn- l)  = z
P - l  OsjsO
ah(0) u (pn- l)
P -1+j
■ W  ” '
Me deduce from (11) and (12) that
S° “ k,Upn- l (P"~1) 5 E(L(pn' 1)B) “ Sa 
and the proof is  complete. □
From now on put UQ = L(pn-1 )B and, fo r a e Z  n , » UQ fl Sfl
For each V e mod kB le t  I(V) be Its  In jective  h u ll.
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5.9 Proposition .
For 0 s x s pn- l ,
(a) P(L(X)B) 1 U_x
(b) i ( L ( x ) B ) a ux .
Proo f.
(a) Define (j^ :U_X -*■ L(X)B
V p n- i )  a - x  -  Y ( i ) . u i ( x )
0
1  5 1  
otherw ise,
where -y (i_) 
C lea rly  $1
x_ ¿ i l
i • i—
is  a w e ll-de fined k-map which is  onto. Now fo r  i s
to*l(U1(pn-l) a -X) - toy(i_).U1 (X)
- y(i).t2h(- )'XU^(x) by (9) 
» t2h(i)"x*1(ui (pn-i) 8 -X)
whereas
♦1 ( t p ( u 1 ( pn- i )  a - x ) )
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= ♦1 ( t 2! ? C l ) - ( p n- T ) - ^  u . ( p n- i )  a - x )  
= t 2l? ( i ) - x <j>1 ( u . ( Pn- i  ) a - x )
as required.
Since (Ux )kp = kP = L(p )kp as le f t  kP-modules fo r  a l l 
0 s X s pn- i , we w i l l  drop the "B -X" in  the next step. That is :
(13) z(a )<)<(>, (U. (pn- l )) = z(a)oY(i_).U^ (X)
Y ( i)  z
0 j_ X-1_
x_-2
1 a h ( i )  ui + j ( x )
by (10) whereas
(14) *,(z(a)oU (pn- l) )  = i
-  Q sjsp-1-1
pn- l - i
ahU>
♦ l(Ui+ i (pn' 1))
by (10)
Os^sx-i
Pn- l - i
ah ( i)Y ( i+ i) .U i+ i(X) .
Comparing (13) and (14) we must show that
x-i
r y (1+1). - 1-1Y ( i)  •
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fo r  a l l  O s i n ,  0 * I  5 i - j .  ; that is
X^ -1 x - i _ x^ Pn-1 -1 PÜzl-1i_ i_ 2 i +i i +i i
In fa c t i t  is  enough to show that 
-1
p - l- i„
fo r  a l l  0 s m s n-1 which is  stra ightforward. Therefore
L(X)g is  a su rjec tive  kB-map and since U is  indecomposable, 
U_x = P(L(x )b) as required.
(b) Define
♦ 2 :L(X)b -  UA
(15) ui(x)-ui+£rl_x(pn-i) ax .
C learly  <¡>2 is  a well defined k-map which is  in je c t iv e .  Furthermore
tp*2<VX)) - toU1+pn.1.x(pn-1) a *
= t 2h(i+pn-1-X)-pn-1+A
= t 2h( l) - x«„2(U±(x))
= ♦ 2( t2h(i )‘ XU.(A))
Ui +pn-1 -A(Pn-1) a A
= *2 (tpU.(A))
as required. For the action o f z(a) e P we again omit the "8 A" 












= 02 (z(a) U^x))
♦ 2(Ui+ i )(X))
as required. Th is proves part (b).
□
In p a rt icu la r  we see that L(X)B 1S simple headed and has a 
simple socle since Z(UX) = Hd(Ux ) = Sx . As a consequence o f 5.9,
(16) Hd(L(X)B) = S_x ;
(17) e (L(X)b)  ^ Sx .
As a fu rther co ro lla ry  we see that:
(18) n(L(x)B) - Ker(^ )
= ksp{Ui (pn- l ) 8 -X | i  $ X}
and
(19) n " V ( X ) B) * Coker(*2)
= ksp{U^(pn- l ) 8 X | i  £ I(pn-1)>
where U^(pn-1) 8 X * U.j(pn-1) 8 X + Im($2) •
D e fin it io n .
For 0 i  X s pn- l say X is  almost-perfect i f  X^  = p-1 fo r  a l l
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but one o f the x^'s . That is
 ^ “ (P“ l 9 • • • • >W s P~ l* . . .* p —1)
where u  ^ p-1 .
For notational convenience we sha ll w rite  
U(i_) = U.(pn-1) , 1  e I = I(pn-1) .
5.10 Theorem.
For 0 * X < pn- l L (x) is  period ic  i f f  X is  
P ro o f.
Suppose L(x) is  period ic. By 5.6 pn~^  | dim.
n-1 K
the p-rank o f  G . But by (7) dim.L(x) = n (X.+l)
K j=0 J
th a t X. = p-1 fo r a l l  but one o f the j ' s  . That iJ
p e rfe c t.
Conversely assume X is  alm ost-perfect so that 
and
n-1 i  r
» £ PJ (P-1) + UP ,
j»0 
jj 'r
- pn- l - (p-l-u )pr  .
almost perfect.
L(x) since n 1 
and we deduce
s X 1s almost 
X, » (p-1, . .  ,u ,..
h(x) some 0 s r  s n-1
:- 102
Let V(p,r) = L(A)B . We show that V(y,r) , and hence L(X) , is  
p e r io d ic . In fa c t we show that there ex is ts  an isomorphism.
(20) n2V(y,r) = V(y,r) a S r+1
2pr 1
so that in  p a rt icu la r  V(y,r) is  p e riod ic  with period pn- l 
Define a map
(21) e : il '1V(y,r) 8 S . -  nV(u.r)
2pr+
u(i) a x a 2 pr+l
pn- l-(y+ l)p r Pn-1
i 1
■ U(i+(y+ l)pr ) a -X , i r  < p-l-y
otherwise.
We must check this is well defined. Suppose U(j_) B X = 0 , that is
U(1_) 8 X e Im(e2) as given 1n 5.9. By (15) i_ i (0..... p-1 -u,0,.. ,0)
which Implies that 1 * p-l-u which means that e(U(1J8xfi2pr+^) = 0 .
Also e 1s onto. This follows because U(1_)B-x e nV(u,r) Iff 1_ $ x^ 
by (18) but 1 ^ ^ . =  (p-1,... iVi... ,p-l) which implies that if i v+1 
and so e is surjective. Clearly e is injective so it is an isomorphism
o f k-spaces. We check the B-action noting tha t, since
( 2 2 )
t°  (t £ GF(pn)) , toU (i) = t2h(i )U(j) fo r a l l  j  I (9) .
toe(u(i_) a x a 2pr+1 )
pn- l-(u+ l)p r Pn-1
i_ i_
pn- l-(u+ l)p r pn-l
= i_ i_
to ii( i+ ()j+i )pr ) a -x
t 2 h ( 1 +  ( H i l ) £ )  _xu ( i + ( y + l ) p r ) a
= t 2h( i ) +2(“+1)Pr - x e(u(i) a X a 2pr+1)
whereas
(23) e(toU(i_) a X a 2pr+1)
- e ( t2hW +x+2p u(i_) a x a 2pr+1) .
Comparing (22) with (23) 1t is  enough to show that
(24) X + 2pr+1 = 2(u+l)pr  - X mod(pn- l)  .
Reca ll that X = pn- l- (p - l- , i)p r = - (p - l- p )pr n»d(pn- l)  . The L.H.S. 
o f  (24) is  X + 2pr+1 = 2pr+1- (p - l- P )pr  = (p+l+p)pr = 2(w+l)pr  + 
(p-l-w)pr = 2(vi+l )pr -X as required.
For the action  o f z(a) e  P we ignore the tensor product as before 
and so we aim to show that
(25) z(a)oe(U(i_)) = e(z(a)oU(i_)) .
Now each is  simple headed and is  c y c l ic ,  being generated as a 
kB-module by U(0_) i  X . Therefore £i \ v (w ,r ) )  is  generated by 
U(0) a X (19) so i t  is  enough to prove (25) fo r  the case 1 = 0  . 
Now,
pn-l-(w+l )pr Pn-1
z(a)oe(U(0)) = z(a)o 0 0 u((h±1)e I )
= z(a)oli( (u+1 )pr )
0*j*pn-1 -(u+ l)pr
pn-1 - (^ l)p r
ab^Uti+tjj+yj^)
w h ils t
e(z(a)oU(0))
Osjsp - l i
ah(i )e(U(D)
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= 1  n0*J*P - l - ( i i+ l ) p r




u (i+ (a + i)£ l)
= z(a)oe(U(0))
as requ ired. Therefore n_1V(u,r) S S . = nV(p,r) and applying q
2p 1
we see tha t
n 2V(P ,r) » n(n_1V(u,r) Q S .)
2pr  1
- V(u,r) S S . by 5.7(c) .
2pr+
□
Consider the connected component contain ing L(x) , x almost- 
perfect. S ince we have an isomorphism o f  stable quivers Q(kG)s = Q(kB)s 
by (1) and 1.5 i t  w i l l  s u f f ic e  to look a t the connected component 
q: = q (V (p ,r))  s Q(kB)^ where X = pn- l- ( p - l- u )p r . We need the fo llow ing  
notation.
For each i £ I , X a lm ost-perfect, le t
(26) i*  = i  + Pn-1 - X
- i  + (p-1-p )?r  ; ( i f  i r  s p)
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1* = 1  + (u+1 )pr i ( i f  i p+u+l * p-1)
1* = 1  - (w+1 )pr  ; ( i f  i r  * u+1)
wherever th is  makes sense. Otherwise le t  i_*, i_*, f* equal zero.
5.11 D e f in it io n .
m
(a) For m e IN put U(m) = X I U ,
t=l X+2(£-l)pr+
(b) For 1 s i, s m , i_ £ I put
K * )  = (0 ,.. ,0,U(i_)fl2 (t-1 )pr+1+X,0,.. ,0) £ U(m) .
We aim to prove the fo llow ing .
5.12 Theorem.
2
Let q = q(V (v .r)) be as above and le t  t  « n be the Ausländer 
Translate.
(a) q ■ ZZAc>/<t 2 _1> , p = 2
T 2 A J< t^ n ~ ^ , 2 > p odd .
(b) The vertex set for q can be written
iVa>m|a = 0....... 2n- l ,  m e IN} , p = 2
and ^a,m^a = • • • • »(pn_l )/2 , m e IN} , p odd where, in
both cases, VQ§1 3f V („.r)  , Vl t l i  Vfl|1 i  S ^ ,  and
dimkVa ,m = •
(c) The almost s p l i t  sequence ending in V is
a ,m
«> ~ Va.2 * V l  * ° m = 1
<"> 0 * V l . n   ^ va,».l 4 va+l ,m-l *  *«.„ * 0 • « » > •
(d) V0,m -  = and has a k"basis consisting  o f the
fo llow ing elements in U(m) :
i ' ( * ) £ / 1. e 1(A) , l  ■  1 . .  ,m ;
ws = £ ' (s ) + y  1 . pn- l* (s-*-l) , s = 1 , . .  ,m-l ;
where
w'" = 0'(m) 
m —
,p - l x
Y = <i+i> •
Proof.
We use induction  on m , constructing  the a lm ost-sp lit sequence 
ending at Vg>m to obtain VQ ^  as a d ire c t  summand o f the middle 
term o f A(V0>m) .
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Set  V0 , l  := Im^2^ as defined in O 5) and l e t  va i := fi2aVg 1 •
Then Vg^ = V(u,r) and Va -| = 1 8 S r+-| by (20). Notice tha t
2ap
VQ i s a t is f ie s  part (d) o f the theorem by (15). Consider the pu llback
1,1 - E1 * V0,1 -
1 i 1 el
1,1 - p(nVo , i) - 7 ;  P(V0 ,1:
Vl , l  = A m . Since Vg
'0,1
RVg -j is  the unique maximal submodule. To obtain an almost s p l i t  
sequence, J.A . Green's construction  allows us to choose ^ such that 
Ker(0.|) = R(Vg )^ and, by the argument used in  §2 in  the construction 
o f almost s p l i t  sequences in  a (q .e )-un ise r ia l b lock, we may use any 
6^  w ith th is  property. (See §1 and 2 .6 .) By considering the composition
*\j y
^0,1 "*■ Hd(V0 ji) ------->z (P(Vq ^))----— > S_x (see (16)) we can define
©1 e x p l ic i t ly  by
(27) 0, : VQ>1 * U .x
U(j_')BX -  U(pn-1 )B -X , 1 = 0
0 otherwise.
We define ir1 as fo llow s . Since P(nVg j)  = P(o-1Vg 1) B S p+1 (5.10)
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-1.
and P(ij Vn ,)  = U by (19) we deduce that P(nV,, ,) = U .
’ 0,1 x+2pr+1
Now le t  w, be the composite U, a S ^  U,/V„ . 0 S ,i X 2pr+l x 0,1 2pr+l
-> il 'v„ , 8 s
0,1 2p
r+1 -> «V
i n c l.
Q J ------- P(Vq j ) » noting that
Ker(ir1) = VQjl 8 S ^  j  . E x p lic it ly  -
2p
(28) " i  : p(«v0>i ) - P ( v0>i)






The middle term E-j in  the pullback is  {(a,b) e VQ 1 0 P(nVQ -|)|0-|(a) 
= 1^(b)} which, as a sum o f k-spaces, is
Kerfe,) fi Ker(u1) 0 k. (U(0‘ IBx .y ' 1 .U(pn-U)8x + 2pr+1)
(since Y*(pn~ l*)= y) which is  equal to
I
(29) RV0,1 * Vl , l  ® k*wl •
Let VQ 2 :* E.j . By (29) we see that the k-basis fo r  VQ 2 is  as 





Since Va J  - Vg^ -j 8 r+i the above pullback construction
shows that
0 -  V - , + V- ,  I S x1 -  V , -v 0 
a+1,1 0,2 2apr+1 3,1
is  the s .e .s . A(V ,)  . Consequently we define V ,  V. ,  8 S , .
a , l a ,2 0,2 2apr+l
We now assume tha t Theorem 5.12 (c) , (d) hold fo r  a l l  s , 1 s s < m 
That is  : (1) Vg s has the desired k-basis as described in 5.12 (d);
(2) I f  the s .e .s .
0 -  Vl,s -1  -  Es-1 -  V0,s-1
is  almost s p l i t  then E„ , = Vn © V, „ ;s-1 0 ,s 1,s-2
(3) There e x is t  indecomposable modules V 
sa t is fy in g  5.12 ( c ) .
Consider the pullback
- V0.s • S2apr.,
(30) o n
II
1 ,m Vn -►  00,m
ie_
0 -  v, _-*■  P(«Vn m) — ► P(V. J  -  V„ -  0 1,m ' 0,m' ' 0,m' 0,m
- Ill
We must show that Em = VQ m^+1 ® V^ m_1 where VQ ^  is  indecomposable 
and has the desired  k-basis.
Reca lling  5.8 and in p a rt icu la r  (11), (12) i t  is  easy to show that
m m-l
E(vn m) = .* V ( P - X J ) = 11 S . From th is  we
j= i j=0 X+2jpr+
(31) P<Q',v0.m> 1
i(v»-” ) 1 S  W '  u<m)
= ksp {f(t) | i_ « I , l = l, . . ,m )  . Therefore
p(«v0>J  = p(n-1vn m 0 sm' ' 0,m 2p~.> * > s2p„ ,  *
(21). 5.7(b) and (31).
Now le t  us make the identi f ic a t io n
pt " W ' vi.. = nV0,m £ P(V0,m)
and define Tt„:P(nVn ) m ' 0,nr > p(V0,m) by
(32) i(t) a 2 pr+1 •♦ i t »  • 2prrt ♦ * i >.
making
Ker<1,i»> " vl.m • Now define
(33) em:V0,m - P<VI3,m^






0 s = 2 , __,m ;
Y _1 P ^ l l * ( l )  8 2pr+1 + V1>m .
Notice that Ker(e ) <-Vn , in fa c t  we sha ll assume that e induces 
the desired a lm ost-sp lit sequence v ia the pu llback but sha ll prove th is  
la te r .  Now
E-  ■  * V0,m * *m<b»
contains the submodule K e r ( e l ® K e r ( 0  = L ® V, (L = Ker(e ))
nr ' m' 1 ,m ' ' m ' '
and an element (w™,b) . Here b c P(nVQ m) is  such that
V b> = em K>  ♦ V1>m_1
so we may le t  b = y  p^n- l » ( l ) 9 2pr+  ^ . As a k-space, 
Era - L « V, m ® k . (w7»y ” 1p^“l* ( 1) fi 2pr+1) .
Define *! :L * ^0,1 ® V1 ,m-1
(34) i ( s )  -►  (0, i ( s - l )  a 2pr+1) ;
1(1) -  (U(l)a^, 0) .
A few ca lcu la t io n s  show that ^  is  a
s * 1
kB-isomorphism - i t  is  in s tru c t iv e
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0 s = 2 .......m ;
y"1 a 2Pr+1 + v1>m .
Notice that Ker(9 ) <-Vn , in fa c t we sha ll assume that 0 induces1,1 u,m m
the desired a lm ost-sp lit sequence via the pullback but sha ll prove th is  
la te r .  Now
■  « “ •"> • ■  '»<b»
contains the submodule K e r ie l  8 Kerin ) = L ® V, (L = Ker(e ) )nr ' m' l,m ' ' n r '
and an element (w^.b) . Here b e P(iiVQ m) is  such that
'n,<b> ■  » 2 P " 1 * .
so we may le t  b =• y  p^n-l.»( 1) B 2pr+  ^ . As a k-space,
Em “ L ® Vl,m ® M w; \ y ' V 1 i 1*(1) a 2pr+1) .
Define :L -►  RVn . ® V, m , l o , l l ,m-1
(34) i ( s )  -  (0, i ( s - l )  a 2pr+1) ; s i  1
1.(1) -  (U(I)BX, 0) .
A few ca lcu la tions show th a t is  a kB-isomorphism - i t  is  in s tru c t iv e
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to show that i(i^  does not extend to a kB-isomorphism ’f'-j ;Vq m
V0 , l ® Vl,m-1 • Hence Em = Rvo ,l ® Vl,m-1 ® Vl , m ® )82pr+1)
as a k-space. Define a map
(35)
*2;k („ i',v - V M . ( i )  “ * RV0,1 • » ! . , *  V0,»*l
by
U (i) a x—  i_(i) , U (i) a X e RV0>1 ;
1(S) 8 2pr+1— i( s+ l)  , i.(s)82pr+1 £ V1>m .
Again, ^  is  a kB-isomorphism and combining (34) and (35) we see 
that
m^ “ ^0,m+l ® Vl,m -l
and that Vg m+^  is  as defined in  part (d). 
the above pu llback construction shows that:
Since v. m = vn mBSa,m o,m 2apr+
® Va+1,m V0 .m+l® 2^apr+  ^ * Va+l,m-l Va,m 0
is  a lm o s t-sp lit . Define Va>m+1 V0>m+1 8 S ^  • This proves
parts (c) and (d) o f  the theorem. For parts (a), (b) we note that, fo r
II:
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p = 2 ’ ^ O .m  " V0,m 8 S2a2r+1 “ V0,m i f f  z"*1!3 w h ils t  fo r P 
^ O .m  = V0,m 8 S2apr+1 i f f  (PP-l)/2 |a  . F in a lly ,  dimkVa>1 = 




It remains to show that each V is  indecomposable and that 6a,m r m
does induce an a lm ost-sp lit  sequence. F ir s t  we sha ll show that
End,0(V ) is  u n is e r ia l,  hence lo c a l,  from which i t  fo llow s that V 
kb a,m a ,m
is  indecomposable.
Let E(m) denote the endomorphism algebra o f the in je c t iv e  module
. m-1
U(m) = I(VQ ) . Since U(m) = H. U , , any n c E(m) is
U,m j=0 x+j2pr+
determined by the m-tuple (n (0 ( l) ) , . . . ,n(0(m))) . Let n' « EndkB(VQ m) . 
Since U(m) is  in je c t iv e  we can complete the diagram
Hence each n' e End.-iV^ 1 can be extended to an n e  E(m) such that kd u *m
(36) n L  = n*
1 v0,m
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Let EP(m) = Endkp(U(m)) . We fin d  i t  eas ie r to work over kP and 
then r e s t r ic t  back to kB afterwards. For n e EP(m) define CrJ. e k , 
1 s r ,s  £ m , such that
m
n(0(s)) = z C 0(r) modulo R(U(m)).. 
r=l rs_
Since the 0(s) (1 s s s m) are kP generators o f U(m) the
Crs (1 s r ,s  s m) determine n e EP(m) . To s a t is fy  (36) we want
an n such that n(w^) e Vn (the w™ are kP generators o f V. ) .s u j i T i  s u,m
Notation.
For i_ e I denote by M(i_) s U(m) the submodule spanned by 
elements o f the form (¿ (r)  | j[ > i_ , r  ■  1 , . . .  ,m} . In p a rt icu la r  -
M(0) = RU(m) , M(O') = RV0>m .
Omitting d e ta ils ,  the fo llow ing  lemma is  true.
5.13 Lemma.
Let n « EP(m) , CrS e k be given as above.
n(1(s)) h z C .j_(r) mod M(i_) . 
r=l rs




n(wj) = n(0 '(s)) + n(Y"1.£^ l* (s+ l)) 
m m
= = C 0 '( r)  + H(0*) + £ C r p ^ l* ( r)  + M(pn-1*) 
r=l r i  r=l ,s -----
by 5.13. Since pn- l +  ^ (V - implying pn- l+(r) 4 M(0‘ ) - and 
M(pn-1„) s M (0 ') i t  fo llow s that
_ m ,
(37) n(wj) s ^  (Cr s .0 '( r)  + Cr>s+1 Y_ 1 * ( r ) ) + M(0*) .
_ m
(38) For s=m n(w™) = n(0'(m)) = z 0 ’ (r) + M(0') .
r=l
However fo r n to s a t is fy  (36), that is  h (Vq m) s m » 
m m
(39) (w?) = £ b wJ + M(0')
s r=1 rs r
m ,
= p£ (brs£ ‘ (r ) + brsY- y M * ( r ) )  + M(O')
fo r  1 s s s m . Comparing (37), (38) w ith (39) :
Crs 3 Cr+ l,s+ l r ,s  “ m ;
C r  < m .
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Therefore each n « Endkp(Vg m) is  determined by a matrix C = ( j ) 
o f  the form
where Cj = Cj-| . I t  is  c le a r that Endkp(Vg m) is  un ise ria l w ith 
a unique chain o f idea ls:
0 l n  Xm-1 .........  X1 " Endkp(V0,m)
where 1^  = {(C^j) | e 1^  , * 0 1 s j  s s-1} .
We can embed EndkB(Vg>m) in  Endkp(V0>m) and so EndkB(V0>m) is
u n ise r ia l and lo c a l.  Hence Vg m is  indecomposable and thus
V = Vn A S  is  indecomposable as required.a,m 0,m o ,nr+l
F in a lly  we show that induces an a lm ost-sp lit sequence in  the 
pullback (30). Recall from §1 that we must show:
Te 0 )  * 0 
0m
1 1V0,m
(40) e EndkB(V0jm) ;
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(41) V REndkB(V0.m» = ° *
Now (40) is  c le a r  from the d e f in it io n  o f T and by the above
9m
remarks i t  is  enough to show that T (r End.„(Vn _ )) » T ( I ,)  = 0 .
9m r 6m 1
For n e I2 :
\ M  = t-j (niw™)) + ....+  tm(n(wj))
" ^ l V K i  +" ‘ *+ •
Now Ker(em) <• VQ>m and in  p a rt icu la r  w™ e Ker(em) fo r s = 2 ,..,m  . 
Since n e I2 n(w™) = E C^rsw^  and so 0m(Ti(Wg)) = 0 implying that
Tq (n) = 0 as requ ired.
9m
□
To conclude th is  chapter we give a few more d e ta ils  on the connected 
components and b r ie f ly  describe th e ir  correspondents in Q(kG) .
Notice that, fo r  p = 2 , q contains naV(p,r) fo r a l l  powers 
o f  a  whereas fo r p odd q contains ju s t  the even powers. Let 
X, X' e { l , . . . , p n-l}  be alm ost-perfect such that X * pn- l- ( p - l-  )pr  ,
X' » pn- l- (p - l- v )p s and le t  qQ(X) , q-j(x) be the connected components 
contain ing L(x)g , nL(x)g respective ly .
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5.14 Proposi t ion .
(a) For p = 2 , q0(x) = q-j (xO and qQ(x) = q0(X‘ ) i f f
(b) For p odd, q^X) = i f f  i  = j  , X = X' where
i . j  e {0,1} .
P roo f.
Assume q-(X) = q .(X ') and suppose i  /  j  . We may assume that
' J
i = 0, j  = 1 and so L(x)B e q ^ x ')  . Since L(x)B (= V(y,r)) l ie s  
at the 'bottom' o f qg(x) we deduce that:
(42) L(X)B = n2a+1L (x ')B = n L (x ')B a S s+1 , some a e IN .
2ap
Taking dimensions o f (42) using (7) i t  fo llow s that 
dimkL(x)B = pn-dimkL (x ')B , implying that (y+l)pn_1 = pn-(v+l)pn_1 =
= pn \ p - v - l)  . By previous remarks we can assume p is  odd and we 
deduce from the above that y is  even i f f  v is  even. But y even 
im plies that dimkL(x)B is  odd con trad icting  the fa c t that 
d1mkn2a+1L (x ')B is  even.
We may assume then that i = j  and so must show that qg(x) = qg(x') 
Implies that X » X' . Since L(X)B e = 9g(x ') there ex ists
a c IN such that




u = v . Suppose r  /  s , Applying t = fi2 to both sides o f (43) we 
obtain:
Taking dimensions (7) implies that (y+l)pn_1 = (v+l)pn_1 forcing
<44> L<»B * S . r +1 1 * < » ,  1 * ( » • ) ,  »  S i
Zap
L(x,,»‘V lSV 4’ •
Combining (43) and (44), S - = S
2pr+ 2ps+
2pr+  ^ - 2ps+  ^ = 0 mod pn-l and so r = s
which im plies that 
as required.
□
F in a lly  we look a t  the f u l l  quivers Q(kB) , Q(kG) . To take 
advantage of the Green Correspondence between mod kB and mod kG we 
have had to look at the connected components o f the stab le  qu ivers. For 
an a lm ost-perfect X le t  us look at q(L(x)) s Q(kG)$ . Reca lling  1.10 
a projective module W only occurs in  the a lm ost-sp lit sequence
(45) 0 RW + W « RW/rW W/eW -*• 0 .
I f  W = P(L(x)) (45) can be w ritten  as
(46) 0 -  nL(x) -  P(L(x)) @ nL(X)/L(x) -*• £1_1L(X) -  0 .
Thus, for p odd q(L(x)) is the full component in Q(kG) containing
L(X) whilst for p = 2 the full component is q(L(X)) u (P(L(X)))
with the attaching arrows.
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u = v . Suppose r t  s . Applying t = n2 to both sides o f (43) 
obtain:
Taking dimensions (7) implies that (u+l)pn_1 = (v+l)pn_1 forcing
(44) L(X)B 8 s 1 ,L (» )B 1 ,L (A ')B a s , 1
2ap
L(1,)B“V*'9S2ap»’ •
Combining (43) and (44), S , = S . which im plies that
2pr+ 2ps+
1 _ s+1 _ . n ,
¿P " 4p =0 mod p -1 and so r = s as required.
□
F in a lly  we look at the f u l l  quivers Q(kB) , Q(kG) . To take 
advantage o f the Green Correspondence between mod kB and mod kG 
have had to look a t the connected components o f the stab le  qu ivers, 
an alm ost-perfect X le t  us look a t q(L(x)) * Q(kG)s . Reca lling  
a p ro jective  module W only occurs in  the a lm ost-sp lit sequence
(45) 0 RW W 0 RW/eW W/EW -*• 0 .
I f  W = P(L(x)) (45) can be w ritten  as





Thus, for p odd q(L(x)) is the full component in Q(kG) containing
L(X) whilst for p = 2 the full component is q(L(X)) u (P(L(X))}
with the attaching arrows.
p = v . Suppose r  t  s . Applying r = n2 to both sides o f (43) we 
obtain:
Taking dimensions (7) implies that (p+l)pn-1 = (v+l)pn_1 forcing
( « )  L(A)B a s ,  1 , l ( » b i , l ( a ' ) b S s  S
¿P Zap
Combining (43) and (44), S . = S , which im plies that
2pr+ 2pS+
2p - 2p =0 mod pn- l and so r = s as required.
□
F in a lly  we look at the f u l l  quivers Q(kB) , Q(kG) . To take 
advantage o f the Green Correspondence between mod kB and mod kG we 
have had to look a t the connected components o f the stab le  quivers. For 
an alm ost-perfect X le t  us look at q(L(X)) s Q(kG)s . Reca lling  1.10 
a p ro jective  module W only occurs in  the a lm ost-sp lit sequence
(45) 0 -►  RW -*■ M 6 RW/eW -»• W/eW -►  0 .
I f  W = P(L(x)) (45) can be w ritten as
(46) 0 -  nL(X) -  P (L(x )) @ ilL(x)/L(X) -  n_1L(X) 0 .
Thus, for p odd q(L(x)) is the full component in Q(kG) containing
L(x) whilst for p = 2 the full component is q(L(x)) u (P(L(x))}
with the attaching arrows.
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